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Celebrating 64 Years In The Ta1npa Bay Area
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SEE STORY ON PAGE 7

BUCCANEER PLAYERS BRING CHRISTMAS JOY DURING.ELEMENTARY SCHOOL VISIT
Days before Christmas, Tampa Bay Buccaneer players Antonio Bryant and Michael Clayton visited Potter Elementary School in East
Tampa. Twenty youngsters had the opportunity to visit the AMC 24 Veterans Theater and a secret location to pick up their gifts. Some of the
children who were chosen to be recipients of gifts sponsored by the Antonio Bryant's "Always Believe" Foundation and Clayton. Shown in
the photograph is Antonio B.ryant, Sylvia Brown, Rashidah Bunch, Devin Johnson, lnaijha "Suelto, Keliyah Jackson, Felecia Belcher, Larry
Ford, Isaiah Ford, and Nydia Ford. (PHOTO BY BRUNSON).

Rumors . About Child

care Chang• Denied.
SEE PAGE 6

Parents.Jailed After
Dispute With T•ns
SEE PAGE 17

•adicai/FitniSS Center
Holds 01*1 Hou•
SEE PAGE 7

Robber Shoots
Domino Player
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Features

Popular Sports OHicial Retires Aner42 Years

After 42 years of ruiming up and
down
football fields, up and down basc
ketball
courts, and all over baseball .
>='
ic(
fields, Mr. Clem Brooks is retiring
c as a game official.
·
C/)
w
Mr.
Brooks
The
journey
began
for
;::)
t- in 1959 at Yokato Air base in Japan.
He was a member of the U. S. Air
Force.
"I started using my spare time learning how to officiate, and for the next 17
years, I officiated all sports beginning
'with intramurals and graduating to ·
Military Base sports of baseball, softball, and football. I was a quick learner."
Mr. Brooks also officiated during
tours in Okinawa, Japan and Vietnam,
as well as, Sumter, South Carolina.
Arriving at MacDill Air Force Base in
1967, he continued to pursue his officiating career.
"It was a blessing to find out I could
officiate year round. Youth basebiill
was in demand of good umpires, and
with the assistance and influence of
~ Sergeant DeCosta ,' Sergeant
MR. CLEM
c Lambert, Mr. Asbell and Mr.
Frank Kennedy, my career began to
LL
That's when I became a member
siders perhaps one of the best of them
c soar.
of
the
West Coast Officials Association
· all, Vince Carter, now playing proz
< in Tampa."
fessional basketball with the New
>
Mr.
Brooks
has
Among
the
athletes
Jersey
Nets.
ic(
cC/) officiated over the years are: Leon
Mr. Brooks not only officiated
football and basketball, but volleyball,
w McQuay, Lydell Ross, Freddie
;::)
Solomon, Michael Jenkins,
softball and baseball, too.
t- Morris Legrand, John Reaves,
Mr. Brooks has officiated 28 state
>
playoff games. He also officiated the
a: Gary Huff, Earl Goodman,
w Darlee · · Nelson, Charles
1989 Florida-Georgia All Star football
>
w McDonald, anQ. the -athlete he congame, and was instru~ental in insti-

a:

c

.1'

in 1997, the same award for football.
"(l~arned how to give bacl< to the
community, schools and athletes. It's
not all about me. It's what your legacy
will ·be when you leave. That's what I
tell the.kids and the young officials."
Mr. Brooks said sometimes the
-physical requirements for the job are
. oyerlooked.
. . ~'You have to be in top shape. You ·
can't walk out of your living room and
do this. The kids have gotten a lot
faster, they work harder, and we have
to do the same thing so we're ready
whe.n called. This should be mandato. ry,for .all officials.
.
"A. lot of what we do involves using
our judgment, but you still have to
know the rules and the impact_your
call wilfhave on a game."
Mr. Brooks said h~'ll miss the
camaraderie and all the people he's
m~t along the way.
I will miss the camaraderie, but its
time to· spend time with my wife and
family ..The tough part of the job was
when
my sons, both graduates of
BROOKS
Jefferson High School were playing
games when L was officiating otheq
tuting and structuring the evaluation
games."
system with the Florida High School ·
Mr. Brooks officiated his last game
Athletic Association for basketball,
this
past Saturday. It was a state final
baseball and football, which is .still in
between
Miami Northwestern and the
place today.
Sanford
Seminoles.
Sanford won the
In 1980, Mr. Brooks was given the
game
28-21.
Lifetime Membership Award by the
Reporter Leon B. Crews can be
West Coast l}!:npire Association. I~
reached
at (813) 248-0724, or e1984, he was presented the Silver
mailed
at
lcrews@OWhistle Award in basketbail by th·e
sen«nel~ oom. '
West Coast Officials Association, and
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Commu"itv Activis.t
Hand$ _Q_ut GiftBasketS t~,Jhe Needv ·
. . .. - :·,

A lot of people know. . with donations for the food
Michelle Williams as the
drive.
.
activist who stepped forward
"What really helped was a
when the Confederate Flag
Sweetbay store manageq
was erected along the .interdonating 300 pounds of
state. She's also known for
meat. We ended up with
her extensive work to ·fight
more than enough to gn ·
injustice.
around."
What some don·'( Jmow ·
. Ms. Williams said she's
about Ms. Williams is that
partnered with · a~totheq
she's very passionate about
community group·, "Our
the people in her communiSisters, Our Friends/' to
t:)r, especially the elderly.
continue her work in the
"I started a food drive five
community: That group was
months ago with the idea of
·founded by sisters Sheila
passing out gift .baskets to ",, . · vt:ningblood · 11ndr Ola
needy people in the county.
Abreu.
"Last week from Riverview .
"We help people that need
to Thonotosassa, we handec
help with their utility bills,
out more than 1,500 gift
food, or other necessities.
"Don't think for one
baskets. A lot of elderly peo.:
pie came a:nd were so happy
minute I've stopped my
that someone car.ed about
work in the community as
them."
an activist. I'm calling for
Ms. Williams said she.
u~ification and accountabiliconcentrated her efforts in ·
ty-in 2009, and there will be
the county's District Ill area,
no excuses or prisoners
because that's where she
taken."
was born.
Reporter Leon B.
"I always favor the resiCrews can be reached at
dents of Progress Village,
(813) 248-0724, or ebecause that's where I grew
mailed at lcrews@fl.senup. They really stepped up
tinel.com.
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Educatar~;Brings 4D~Year

Career -To An·End .

BYGWENDOLYNHAYEs
Sentinel Editor

·

·

·

convent,on Sales i
Manager wants ~
To 'Get Involved'
BY IRIS B. HOLTON

Sentinel City Editor

December 3i, 2008, is the date Nelson
Griffith has been looking forward to. It's
the date he retired from the Hillsborough
County Public School System. His last day on
the job was Friday, December 19, 2008. He
was the feature of the day 'for the school's

t~o months ago, Ms.
Sherry Brown moved to

The Daily Impact.
What he thought was a Christmas party for
the staff at Middleton nn the last day of- · ·
school, turned out to be a ·s urprise retirement
party ·for him. His mother, Mrs. Essie
Griffith, was also in attendance.
His actual teaching career spans 36 years,
and received 4 years credit for county government service.
A Math teacher at Middleton High· School,
NELSON GRIFFITH .
Griffith said he is looking forward to some
relaxing· days and some time to .travel.
Director and Energy Coordinator. H~ was
Having begun his teaching career at the orig. appointed State Energy Coordinator by theninal Middleton Senior High School, it is sigGovernor Bob Graham.
nificant that he would return and then retire
Griffith returned to the public school sysfrom his roots. ·
.
·
tem in 1985. He worked at Pierce and
After graduating from Middleton High
Chamberlain before his final assignment at
Middleton. At Chamberlain, he is credited
School, Griffith went on to FAMU, where he
with organizing the Ladies and Gents Club,
played trumpet in the Marching 100 band.
and took the concept to Middleton. Griffith
After graduation, he retUrned to Tampa and
prides himself in organizing trips to college
· worked under his mentor, Professor
campus for students.
Michael Rodrigu~z at Middle_ton. '
He earned a Master's degree in
· . H:e ·left the teaching .realm for several years
Administration and Supervision from Nova
to ·p ursue other interests. He worked ·as a Job
. University.
Placement Counselor t-<Transp.ortation
Throughout his career ,
Griffith stayed close to his
love of music. At one time he
was manager of the popular
R&B group, Montereys and
Dolls, that traveled throughout the United States.
A dedicated father,
Griffith is an active member
of New Mt. Zion Missionary
Baptist Church, ·where he
sings in the Male Chorus.

Tampa as the National Sales
Manager for ·Tampa Bay &
Company (formerly known as
the Tampa ·Convention &
YisitQrs_B.ureau). Now, she is
re.a dy to get involved in her
new community.
· A native of St. Louis,
MS. SHERRY BROWN
Missouri, · Ms. Brown, 43,
... National Sales Manager .
was offered a position with
for Tampa Bay & Company
Tampa Bay & Company and
relocated here from Littld
and earned B. A. degree in
Rock, Arkansas. She served as
Management. In 2006, Ms.
the Director of Diversity in
Brown graduated . from
Market Sales, for the Little
Webster University with a
Rock Convention Bureau .
Master's
. degree - .in
Her goal is· to reach out to
Management and Leadership.
any individuals who .hold .
However, she also has
membership in national orgaanother goal. Her piari is to
nizations that want to visit
provide assistance to young
Tampa.
adults who would. like to seek.
"I want the . African
a career in the ind~stry. :
American convention indus"I enjoy working with pe9try to know that I would like ~ ple and I would like. to get
· to address their needs. It is a_. i .involved in the Tampa: commulti-million ind1,1stry that I
munity_, not only with my job,
would like to increase.in bring
but by ,helping to inspire
Tampa and Hillsborough
youth who are interested in
County."
the Hospitality Industry. I
Ms. Brown said she
want to help them learn how
entered . the Hospitality
to further their education to
Industry after graduating
enter management in the
from high school. Her first
industry," Ms. Brown said.
job was as a telephone operaWhen riot working, Ms.
tor for the Hyatt Regency in
Brown enjoys spending time
her hometown. "I always
with her children and decowanted to b~ in the hospitalirating. A Baptist by faith, Ms.
ty industrY," the single inoth· Brown said she.plan~'tti visit
er of two said.
churches in the area until' she
She continued her educa~ ·
finds · a church hof!le in
tion at Webster University
Tampa.
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REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING,

'

~R.

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
The MLK Unsung Hero Award is presented to individuals ·
who have significantly contributed to improving the
quality of life in our community by giving of themseives irl
time, dedication, influence, service and commitment.

Referral Service

(813) 495-3702

- 6 -352-4200

LL NOMINA TI.ONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 31 , 2008
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Twenty-First
Century Democracy
name is Alvin Toffler. Throughout the latter twencentury, he and his wife Heidi headed up their
revolution with a series of books on the future
of Western society that not only rocked world opinion, but
may well have determined who would be our current president-elect and how our president-elect would go about the
business of running our nation. Listen to what the Toffler's
said, in 1980, about the impact of the Internet on American
politics.
Said Alvin and Heidi Toffler, in their book, The Third
Wave, "By using computers, advanced telecommunications
and polling methods, it has become simple not only to
select a random sample of the public, but to keep updating
that sample from day to day and to provide it with up-tothe-minute information on the issues at hand. When a law
is needed, the full complement of traditionally elected representatives, meeting together in the traditional way,
under the Capitol.:.: could deliberate and discuss, amend
~d frame the legislation... But when the time for decision
a:.irived, th~,-e!ect~dreprese~tatives .would ca~ on1Y,59 p.e_r-" \
cent of the votes, while the· current random sample : who f
are notin the Capitol, but who are geographicillly dispersed
in their"own homes or,offices- would electronically cast Ule
reniaining so per:Cent. Such a ~eni would not merely pro-·
vide a ~ore - rep..-esentative process than 'representative'
pvemment ever did, but would strike a devastating blow at
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a columnist, Cni·
ways looking for
!~ ........... .,.+l~-t; ..,,. interesting to write about. As often
as I can, I try to keep up with
wha:t's going on the news and
then add my own twist.
But, I didn't have to ponder
a topic for this column. It
was provided by my good
friend, Elder Charles
Davis, Senior Pastor of
College Hill Church Of God
In Christ.
During a recent conversation, Elder Davis said,
"When poor people need a
helping hand, they call it welfare . But, when rich people
need a helping hand, they
call it a bailout."
Elder Davis has a way of
viewing things from a different perspective. And, his
opinion is always makes you
think about things in a diffei-=ent light.
Taking his theory a step

further, poor people are
forced into bankruptcy Without ever filing. In order to get
food stamps, folks ask for
proof of life insurance. They
won't take your word, either
they want to see the policy.
Every time I hear about the
hoops people in need must
jump through it makes my
blood boil. I can't help but
wonder what the devil your
life insurance has to do with
{oo~ stamps? Then again, I
wouldn't put it past them to
place a lien against th~ policy
if they find out you died and
didn't notify them.
Poor people or those who
fall into the working poor
category need a little assistance to help bring the gap.
But, I guess if you're going to
beg the government you may
as well go for the gold and
ask for billions.
What was that noise? Oh,
that was the late John F.

Kennedy saying, "Ask not
what your country can do for
you. Ask what you can do for
your country."
He may have been talking
to John Q. Citizen, but I'm
willing to bet he meant the
big boys as well.
Another point is the
- amount of debtthese companies rack up. The auto industry is asking for billions of
dollars. Yet, they have not
lowered the price of products
to encourage the consumer to
purchase a new vehicle . .
I have to agree with Elder
Davis' concept of the government lending a helping
hand. When poor people
need a helping hand, it's
called welfare. ·But, when the
· rich are trying to stay rich at
the taxpayer's expense, it's
called a bailout.
I guess it's all in the terminology.

ti
,-:i.·~· .r:...~~~~~.::r.:'t~.,:J:.'t!~.::hin~:e::~ci
. K~nna~ :Principle..-.• -·,~IJ :~l ~~:~·llyt; ·
notjus(a.teW_eleetedOf&cials.!'. .. : . . ·
.. . .
.
.
. .
.
..
..
hawto~~l»eople;

. I .. .

.1'he T~fBen c!olieluded, "If we.begin ilow; we and our cltil-

·:tit ~can .take part· in·~e exciting reconstitution not merely ·
Z of our·obsOlete political structure,.but of civiUzation itself."
•§· =~d~ like President-elect Barack Obama, don't you
·W
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is the fQUrth.day of Kwanzaa, a weeklong h~li(December 26 - January 1), which celebrates
African heri~age. Whether you celebrate
1'wanzaa (a Swahili word meaning "firsUruits") or not, Ute
~elebration of ~e seven principles of Kwanzaa has merit,
~specially. du·ring these tough econpmic times. Today
(MondaY,), the principle of "cooperative economics"
'(Ujamaa).is ,~lebrated and Blacks are reminded to patron~~. and ~upport their own stores, shpp~ and busine~s~s. .
~ertainly, Blacks need· to practice this ,principle more
·a ggressively.
.
'
..
.
Just la,st week, our headlineS and a fea~ article s()und~.
·ed the death~e.ll for a l~ng established East Tampa Black
business, ··elmont Clothiers. We salute the owner Bob.
Robbins for providing a source of high quality clothing to
·.Black men i" ~e area~ For well o:ver 15 years, Belmont
Clothie.r s has provided its.clientele with the la~est fashions
that could be found in the area or. on the co~r of Esquire .
.~pdne.
.•., ... ., .. ..
No doubt, a casualty o' current economies, B.e lniont
Clothiers could have used more support from the Black.
community. We have often ~~U~rWeled· at how weD business..
es of o~er ethnic iroups appear to fare due to patronage by
members of their own community.
We encourage readers to patronize the businesses. who
adve~e in this publication as well as Black businesses
that have not yet found their way to our news pages. For, if
we don't support our o~, we will cease to exist.

~f:us stiii do not

e~rate ·

post

.
Kwa~~
(Swahili langua·ge for -the
term "first fruits") either
because we · do not understand what it is all about, or
because we . believe it
denounces Christianity.
Whatever the reason, the
weeklong holiday.(Dec~·mb~r
26 - January 1) celebration
honoring our African heritage
· has much ;1bout its COI!-.cepts ·
that Black Americans should
consider' adopting irl priiic.-,.~
ple. ·
.· ·.
.·
This year marks the 42nd
y~ar of th.~ .Afrp¢.~n.~ric , ~.el~: .:
bra~op and a year wliere hoitor~J1g and' living the seven .
prlnciple.l! . ()f · Bla~kriess
(Nguzo Saba) .have never been
more important. .
. ..
.lit f~ct, if you read about
Kwanzaa celebratiqns taki'ng
plac:e in the community, I
highly recommend· that you
and your family atten~ one:of
the events as both an educational an~ spiritual ex~er'ience.
Today, I will share the history of Kwanzaa and what I find
rewarding and redeeming.
First of all, Kwanzaa is a
seven-day
celebration
observed and celebrated by
millions of Blacks and people

of African desceiltarouitd the
lit . ~t~ ' ·rep resent . .unity
world. As a ' cel~btation of
(.Umoja:), a call to str,ve f()r
African American culture
and maintain· unity i'ri the
founded by Black ·natiorialist,. · family; community, the world·
social activist and educator
. and our race.
·· ·' ·
Maulana Karenga in ~966;
Saturday called for us to·
the holiday features daily canreflect
upon
Self-die-lighting, pouring of libaDetermination (Kujichagu.Ila)
tions, musical and poetic
apd to define the goodness in .
offerings, remem}:)rances of
ourselves, name ourselves,
our ancestors, feasts and gift-:
create for ourselves and to
giving.
.
· . ·.
. .
speak for ourselves. .
Reportedly, Karenga said
On Sunday, Collective.Work
his goal Was to "give Blacks al).
and ·RespopsibilitY (Ujima) .
alternative to.the existing hoiwherein we are called 'upon to
idaY (Cl~ris. tqta.s ),jm,d, ,g~~~..
build and maintain otit 'comBlacks an opportunity:to celeni\lnit}T 'aiid' make' our b~otll~ '
brate themselves and history, .
ers and sisters' problems our '
rather t~~n. ~imply, ~~~tilt~ ~~ . · problems and to ' solve them •
practice of the dominantS'oci-.
tbge'ther; was ' tbe 'c'et~b'rated .
ety.".
..
.
principle.
. , . . 0:. ·:
· Kwanzaa 'was e5tablished. 'as
Today, the principle to eel'-' '
a
ofheip\ng'Amerlcans
ebrate . is Cooperative
to . reconnect .with .. th'e'ir
. Economics (UjaP1aa) ·whe,re .
Afridm heritage by infusi'ng'
Blacks are reminded to tiuy
the holidar with Afr'iean 'tra-·
from their own: stQres and :
ditions, attitudinal introspec..: ,
busines&es.
.
·: . ''·· ·
tion -arid a caH ·to ·practi-ce
TomolTOW, you are requests.even priricipl¢_8 that-help_, ....... . ~d to ligbt ·a c~ridle "to c~Ie- !
build our rae~; _Q.ur famili~s · ·' brate Purpose (Nia}, a collec:.'
and our communities.
tive effort to build and develEach day during K\vanzaa, ·a: .
op our communities, economcandle is lit in affirmation of
· icaJ}y and socially.
one of 't he seven principles,.'
On Wednesday, light a can- :
which I believe all African
die and celebrate CreativitY
Americans and other ethnic
(Kuumba), and commit to do.
groups can agree upon and
thrive from.
Continued On Page 5
Last Friday, a candle was
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Lord, .~ P.ro"te:ct.. .'
·Our·· Cllll.drenl<·· . ~
t manner of man
household, who seldom sees
ld
savagely
her child since she works two
use a child , and
to three jobs, and when at
then cut the child's head com.home is in her bedroom, or to
pletely off his body, just for
a father who is so strict mindkicks? Otis Toole did that.
ed and hard-headed that
And the fact that Otis Toole
every meeting begins with
was an American (he 's dead
tension and ends with an
now), makes me sick to my
argument. Today's troublestomach! But what makes me
child is made to believe that
even · more nauseous is the
she is better off, on her own
fact that in this societyandbyherself. Sheisdeceived
"home of the brave and land
by her own · misery . Surely,
of the free" - our children,
Alice In Wonderland could
especially our Black children,
not have been more misled!
are as susceptible to the Otis
Behold, a Black Little Red
Tooles of this world, as they
Riding Hood, skipping haphave ever been. Indeed, as we
pily towards the wolf!
approach the end of this year,
Yes, our little Black girls
we find that the predicament
are in danger. But their danof many of our children has
ger is eclipsed by our young
passed critical. It is approachBlack sons who for some reaing irredeemable!
son have been made to believe
Adam Walsh was the litthat
they
are
little
tle boy, whom Otis Toole
Supermen walking, with
murdered in cold blood . It
their gold-grills, dreadlocks,
doesn't matter that Adam
million-dollar sneakers and
Walsh was white. What matbaggy-pants that would certers is that foo many
tainly keep them from escaping the grips of any would-be
American· children continue
not to get the message.
Otis Toole child-molester.
WEREWOLVES ARE REAL!
People forget so they canBQOGIEMEN DO INDEED,
not pass on, how for several
EXIST! AND REGARDLESS
months, the. stre~ts of Atlanta
HOW Bi(GGY YOU WEAR
ran re~ with the blood of hapYOUR PANTS, OR HOW
less .Black boys and young
GRUFF YOU TALK, YOU
men, .stalked and murdered
ARE STILL VULNERAIU.E!
by serial-killers yet, unknown
pur ~ids don't listen, espeor appreh~nded. So, our Black
ci~ly· m{lny. qf our Black kids . · h
. · .d.. · ·~ men
: . .swagge.r
. ' . .
.
.. ,, ;_ .oys an
(!'beg your pardon; ''kids" are
through a deadly society,
goats. I mean, "children.").
oblivious to the fact that they
B:u t. on the forgotten anniver"
are lambs parading before the
sary of the murdered children
eyes of jackals, intent on
ofAtlanta, Georgia - all of
slaughter.
whom were Black and none of ·
· Our children get fed up
whom have been avenged with parents and school, and
Black c~ildren continue to
walk the streets unattended,
simply take off for parts and
with a swagger that is part
people unknown . And such
hip-hop and the other part
scenarios and the tragedies
stupid hyperbole!
that accompany them are
Though the face it presents
increasing daily.
to the American public is
To their credit, our law
white middle class, the real
enforcement agencies catch
face of America's truant and
and return our children on 95
runaway is Black and often
percent efficiency . But the
female. Age 10 through 13,
children they don't find and
filled out physically to the
don't return are the horror
extent she looks almost twice
stories comparable to the
her age, today's truant is often
worst saga in any novel.
a little Black girl who looks
New Year's approaches. On
like a young woman and talks
any given street, day or night,
like a young woman, but is
you can see many of our chilbarely into her teens.
dren, on their own. In the
In truth, she is abandoned.
shadows, the ghost of Otis
Unable to relate to a mother
. Toole lurks and waits. Lord,
who is often single-head of a
please protect our children!

I .·Black American lnsig~t
something to restore our people and the environment to
our historical greatness and
beauty respectively.
Finally on Thursday,
January lsi, light a candle for
Faith (Imani) and believe

from page 4

with all your heart in the
goodness of God, yourself,
family, our struggle and the
world. Now, those are all
principles we should live by.
Harambee! Happy Kwanzaa!
Happy New Year!

Pe~c~
.'

On Earth And Good Will

.· ~ :i :~:~kb;~~ ~~r~~Y~:~
say thank you Lord
because it could have been
you or it could have beeJ;J.
worse. No, 2008 was not one
of the best years, and we pray
that 2009 will be better for
each and every one of us. Our
economy a ll but crashed,
Wall Street dipped and Main
Street suffered.
Thank goodness we can
start 2009 with a lot of hope
in our hearts. A new year, a
new president and a whole
new attitude have many of us
believing that a better year is
ahead of us . Hopefully ,
before the year is out, there
will be peace on earth and
goodwill toward all mankind.
Let us hope that we will get
through the year of 2009 . We
need to pray that the world
lasts through 2009. I am not
one to preach gloom and
doom. I am not one to predict that the end of the world
is near.

But they tell me that there
will be signs to indicate that
the end of the world is near.
They tell me it is written in
the great book, the Bible.
They say that it is written
that there will be wars and
rumors of wars.
Nation's are at war with
each other . Nations are
threatening to go to war with
each other. Nations are
attacking each other for no
reason at all. Make no mis·take about it, there are wars
and rumors of wars.
They tell me it is written in
the great book that mothers
will be against daughters and
fathers will be against sons.
Look around, read the news
and watch the television.
Parents are killing their children and children are killing
their parents. Lives no longer
mean very much to so many
of us. So many parents and
their children can't and don't
get along with each other.
They tell me it will be diffi-

cult to tell one season of the
year frorri any other season
of the year. Signs of that happening are· beginning to·
emerge. As late as December,
temperatures are usually
high in snowy parts of the
country. Just somethingto
think about as we head into
the year of 2009.
As we move into the New
Year, do not make resolutions that you know you will
not even try to keep . But
whatever you do make an
effort to be a better person
than you were last year. Try
to be a better friend, a better
neighbor, a better relative
and a better citizen.
Our world needs some
change. Can we make some
changes? A man from hope
has the nation saying, "yes
we can." Let us believe that
and make the words of the
preacher co~e true. Then
next year we can say, yes we
did.
Happy New Year to all.
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Why Celebrate . The New Year?
er wonder how the
of celebrating
ew Year's Day began?
First observed in ancient
Babylon about 4,000 years
ago; the celebration of New
Year's began with the first
New Moon (first visible cres. cent) after the Vernal Equinox
(first day of Spring). Originally
observed on the old Roman
calendar in March, New Year's
Day first came to be fixed in
January 153 BC for military
reasons.
Various emperors for selfish
gain continually tampered
with the calendar year and in
order to set the calendar right,
Julius .Caesar, in 46 BC
again established January 1 as
the New Year as the calendar
was out of synchronization
with the sun . In order to do
this, Caesar had to let the
previous year drag on for
about 445 days (Wikepedia).
Yet, other significant and
historical events warrant our
consideration why we celebrate a new year's beginning.
"In 1860, Abraham
Lincoln (North) is elected
president in November,
preparing rebellion in the
southern states.

In 1S6o the vast majority of .·
African-Americans lived in the
South, most as slaves.
In his inaugural address as
president of the Confederate
States of America, Jefferson
Davis declares that slavery is
'necessary to self preservation.' In the border and
Confederate states, AfricanAmericans counted for as few
as 10% in Missouri and as
many as 58 .6% in South
Carolina."
Oftentimes, we submit ourselves to tradition and culture
seldom understanding the origin and/or reasoning: Because
of this, we become prey and ·
victim to habit, folklore and .
mores (pronounced "morays") witho'ut even knowing
why we do what we do except
for the fact that "my mother
did it and her mother did it, so
it must be okay." Not too long
ago, there used to be a series
of commercials that "plugged"
us into various informative
bits and pieces of events and
history. Soon, the words, "the
more you know, the more you
grow" were heard all over the
nation. Whatever happened to
those commercials? Anyway,
because of these, we began to

experie':lce a feeling of power
and relief because we began to
know why we did some of the
things we did while at th-e
same time establishing ourselves as students always open
to grow and learn.
Consider the historical calendar events of Noah, his
family and all the animals
after they all embarked from
the Ark. And it came to pass in·
the six hundredth and first
year, in the first month, the
first day of the' month, the
waters were dried up from off
the earth; and Noah removed
the co veri rig ·of the ark,· and
looked, and behold, the face of
the ground was dry. Gen~sis
8:13. .
. '· ·.
Why celebrate .New Year?
Shall we forever enshrine in
our hearts "on January 1,
1863, the Emancipation
Procl;tm~tion
fi:ees all
American slaves·.-" As ·we begin
our celeb-rations, 'take a
moment to thank a Greek
Emperor, an obedient servant
of GOD, an American president and remember "the more
you know, the more you
grow."
Happy New Year and Happy
Kwanzaa!
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EBONY .MAN

Rumors About New Childcare
Licensing Requirements Denied
For several months,

>' rumors about changes in
~ childcare requirements have

f3

been circulating throughout
::::> the community. However ,
t- the Children's Board of
Hillsborough C6unty denies
that any changes in childcare
licenses are in the nea r
future.
Ms. Luanne Panacek,
CEO of the Children's Board
of Hillsborough County said
there has been no changes to
the licensing requirements in
regarding educational qualifications·for child care direc-•
tors.
The current requirements
for Directors are: they must . ·
have ·a high school diplo~a
or GED and hold a: l:.ev~l I ; ·
Direttor's Credential'issued ··
by - -th·e Department · of ·
Children and Families. · :. ~- · ··
· · :r~:e ·requireffi.epts. for :the ·_"
Director's Credentfai are' as ·
folio}vs::: ·d·ti gh~ · ·$,cho~l ··_
. pl9ma. .: gr :: _G~P;
Co- m.pl~t'ion ·of a-:~'P.., liour ·
Part I Department of
Childq~n . a1_1d; :.Fam_
ilies .
Intrqd,uctory Child ~~re
Train~ng ; For ~cl:to~l-Age ,
Applicants only: Schoolage t~aining from a
national_organizatic:»n as
Qutlin~.d:_ ·· in _ ~5C22.oo8(4)(b) may substifute for the Child'Growth
and ·"I:jevelopment. and-·

Behavio!\~~--?~s.~.~a~ion

I

FREE

Synthetic Hair
Human Hair Available

MS. LUANNE
PANACEK
... CEO of the Children's
Board of Hillsborough
County
and Screening com poD.,ents of the 30 hour Part
·I
Department
of
· Children and Families'
traini~g; -A miriim'!lm of
eight (8) hours of in-service
training on children with
~disabilities or the depart- ·
ment's - Special Needs
Appropriate
Practic.e s
course; An active . Staff
Credential outlined in 6sC22.003(7)(a), F.A.C., exclud· .ing Employment History
Recognition Exemption; and
The completion of the
"Overview of Child Care
Ma~agement"
course
approved by the department
for vocational credit, CEU's
or college credit; or a
:pirector Crede~tial recog-

Ask Us About
Our Holiday

Specials!

WeSpedallze.lnAII Kinds Of Braids '·
'Addtess: 100ibN. 30thSt:•Tampa, Fl<:3361'2
Cf« Polnltala Pilla; Behind
·ltetwHn

~

; -~

.c

Glldins

.

.. ·- . ' .
..:

'

".

<$!;)
. ·· · O ·

ELDER CHARLES
DAVIS
... Senior Pastor of
College Hill Church Of
·
God in christ ·
nized by another. state, subject to approval by the
Florida Child. Care Director
Credentiai Program.
. Requirements-- · for
Directors wishiQg to obtain
an Advanced Level Dire~tor's
·Credential are required to
·hold an "A.' A. degree ·o r high:er. However, _directo.rs are
. no_t req(lire~ to obtain the .
Advanced Le~el Director's
Credentialin.order to remain
employed in the indu~try.
Elder Charles Davis, ·
Senior Pastor of the College
Hill Church Of God Christ
operates a childcare center at
his church and has heard the :
rumors.
When contacted by the
Sentinel, 'Elder DaVis said
he .had· heard that the new
requirements would include ·
all" employees having~ A. A. ·
degree.-: l'he ·nimo·r : con ~.-:
cerned him because' he ' said -~
if all employees would be
required to have an A. A.
degree, then it would taise
childcare prices out of reach
· for the average wq~king per- .
son who does not qualify for
programs suth·as Title'XX.
"I agree that child care .
needs to be as educationallybased as pO"ssi-ble. But, it
must remain affordable for
the parents. Once the educational requirements .. ·for
employees are raised, it
. wo~hl resu}ti_l,l.. 9~Qt~rs hav- .
ing to raise prices because a ·
person with a 'degree Is not
willing to work for $7 per
hour. We don't want to '
increase the cost to th~ point
that people can't afford
childcare.
Elder Davis said he also
heard that new agencies
were being funded to oversee
childca·re . regulations.
However, he sai~ the money
would be better spent using
the universities in the area to
provide in-service training to
childcare employees.
. 'City Editor Iris . B.
Holton can be contacted
· atrsi3J ~48-..19.21
.. e-mail iholton@tlaen:.
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PRINCETON-TITAN
-

THO'•Aee
-. -·-·· ,/ ··, ·:
.
.l~~ · ·:

This week's Sentinel' Ebony Man is PrincetonTitan Thomas, a man who -k~~ps secrets StiCh as ·
his age. A professional model for En cline and :
· Hector Clothing Line,- Princeton is · a retired
Canadian League Basketball player.' While ·
atten~ing South Carolina State University; -he
,"e~~~~ .,a "]\~ .§r .g~~~~}8:D.-~ ~ .~aster's -D~gree
Faslbon: Design;. Prmceton·loves•to
made a ~areer of 'Yhat: }le l()v~s . .flis 1is~:among
his hobbies, collecting~ Classical catos, and htodeling. His philosophy in life is ~ to, "Alw~ys be
·. thankful (or all thaJ: you have and n.e ver. forget
-how far you've come in life.~ >
. · ,.· , ,_.,_ ;:}· '·
·
· Congratulations, ~n~etqn oi) .,_~irig-~hQsert. ,- · .·
:.:.t his
we~k's
Ebony
Man!
...
:·.
'
. .
.
... . . BY:JULi:A
. ... . . JACKsON
·.
.~

' _.

·.
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-NCNW . )1\e ~rst y~ar _2 009 ann':'al · _ . a~· .to .s~u~~it \\?i,tten. n,!P?~~·:
meeting for th~ T.;itnpa Metro . • Fj11:~\ planl)ing will J>e ~m~ae
Section · of the · National .· for-d~(;! _Section to participate
· in ·the ·loeai Dr. Martin
Council of Negro Women Will
be held on Satufday, Janu~ry
_-Kiog; .Jt:,:p~rade a~d the_St. . .
· a. m. at.· Lee
· Davi~'
:Pete:·sister :s e-ctiorf iQ'{ NCNW
3 rd. , 10
<m:ii~· ~ f i-J~·. 1\t:,Hf:~h·t(ini .
Neighborh~~-SerVi~~ ·C(;!nt~.r~:
·
·
.
N. 22nd St. and 26th Ave. . . Breakfast. ·
Important re-port~ wilfhe. : .. Ail 'rtiJrrt~rll a'i-e1~sk~ to--be
Vis.itots'
given from the recen~ly .h(;!lc( · p_rese~t and on· t,itinie~
t,·
.
ar(;! welcomEL . ' · •. : . . · :_ :
Executive Committee and the.
results
of . the . Life
·Gloria:·w. D•Vis· PUblid~
Membership Committee,'s·
Chair, n~wri 'n~·she~~ AWt.'
annual fund raiser.
Pub\icity Chair; and ' Elect~
All other Committee Chairs.
.o.•:vis~ J;»resident. · ..' ,~ . . ..
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Public H~using Fires Leave ~o People Hospitalized

MARQUITA SHEPPARD
..... escaped unharmed
from her·apartment.
black smoke. On . the floor,
they found 58-year-old Raul
Pagan. He was pulled outside where he was treated for

~<

c

m
coming from an upstairs win- ~

smoke inhalation before
being transported to a local
hospital.
Another adult female was
treated on the scene for a
minor injury and transported
to a local hospital.
Pagan is reportedly in serious condition and the woman
is in good condition.
The cause of the fire is being
investigated.
On .the day after Christmas,
Tampa Fire Rescue reports
that they received a call of a
fire at 1346 West Chestnut
Street, the North Boulevard
Home Public . Housing
Complex.
When units arrived they
reported smoke. and flames

dow. Fire crews extinguished 3:
the flames.
til
m
A Fire Investigators deter- :c
mined that Marquita w
Sheppard, 25; was home S::J
1\)
alone sleeping when smoke o
0
woke her up, She was able to co
get out of the apartment safely.
Sheppard reportedly told
the investigator she has not
had electricity in the apartment for an undetermined
amount .oftime and was using
. candles for lighting.
· Fire damage to the unit is
estimated to be about
$25,000. Sheppard moved
in With relatives.

-

+ This is a seene. from the fi-:-e at the J. L. Young
··

1~artments that sent two people to the_hospital; '

"
j; Two fires at public housing·;. · 9··1.:.-i can of a Me at .the J. L.
c~mplexes left one person
. Y~ung Apartments , 82~0
di-splaced, and two others
North Florida Avenue; #306.
h'ospitalized.
.Fire crews responded to the
third floor hallway where th~y
; The first fire was reported
Christmas Day at 2:17 a.m.
forced open the door of the
Tampa Fire Rescue received a
apartment and found it full of

r.tecllcal And .Fitness Center.
··
·H olds Open House·
testing, hypertension and diabetes, appointments for cancer screenings, free mammograms; and bacterial vaginosis .
will be made as well. African
American and African
Hispanics women between
the ages of 18 and 44 who
have the bacterial ·vaginosis
::~,;;.-:::::sc~~Eip~q·g _:.'YiH r~cejv~ a $2o
>:"t,,::: gift.!ceftificate' toWal~Mart.
Workshops that will cover
topics of cooking soul food
healthy will also be conducted
DR. SYDEL BARNES
du~:ing the Open House. "You
'LEGRANDE
can still have c9llard greens,
yams, and .other soul food,
,1;_
but
can show you how to
Bl'; JR}~~; HOLTON
cook it without the traditional
~ntinei:City Editor
fats,'' Dr. LeGrande said.
· 0 S md
'
th
Those in attendance·wilJ
... · .n .ll · ~ J\Y., ~.4'mnuy . IO • '
rec' e1:ve fr·e· e foo'd bas· kets,
the coil_tm~nity is invited to ..
attend the ·op·en House at
alorig with other helpful' infor-·
Y?ur, . P.~a~~,Jt1eqjcal ~n,d
mation · about,· healthy
F1tness · Center, 1405 N.
lifestyles. The ·Cooking with
N'ebrask·a .Avenue, from 10
Heart & Soul segment will
provide rec_ii>es·and.sarilples.
a.m. until 3 p.m. The theme ·
for the event is "Change
Dr. LeGrande said the
Has Come To America:
event will have entertainers
Tl!ue Change Begins With
from various local organizaYou and Me, Lifestyle':
tions·along with other activiC.hanges For Better . ·. ties. Those in attendance will
Health."
enjoy free hamburgers, hot
·>·'Dr. Sydel Barnes
dogs, and d~;inks as well ..
LeGrande s(lid registration ·
· Dr. LeGrande said there
for the event will begin at 9 · . will be several' door prizes and
other give~a-way.s , including
a.m. apd the Open House will
take place between 10 a.m.
~~_grand priz'e :. ~. .f.a free 27"
:Ms. Candy Lowe will serve
as
the
Mistress
of .· · · · Aqyone wishing
obtain
Ceremonies.
. ad~iti?ral information on the
'
t o rou t 1ne
'
contact. Your
.,. I n a dd't
1 Jon
· · ·Open
· · ...Bouse_
.,_ · . can
·
.
.
, ,. ~.lac~ : ,M .e<;h.<;~ l and Fi-tness
health screenmgs such as HIV. -.. · Center·at 13 ) 22 6- 4 26 4 . ·
.•
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Strength, stability, opportunity.
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Expect .more with ·Regi9ns ·_ and ~ifeGreen
Checking and Savings accounts.
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We know you w~nt your money to be safe. But you also want
your
to grow. That's why we're offering innovative
products like our LifeGreen• Checking and Savings accounts.
They're a great way to get more green with a savings .bOnus .of
up to $250, free recycled checks ~nd convenient e-services,
that make banking easier.

money

new

across

Come discover, as over 8 million custoniers
16 states
have, that you can expect more financial stability and security
from Regions, and the peace of mind that comes with it.

Hfegreen·
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Free Online Banking
with Bill Pay ·
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Free Direct Deposit -..

m

Free Online Statements
Free Recy:led Checl(s

Eam !JP to $250

Savings~s
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Free Mobile .Banking :
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Potter's ·House
Service
(Photos By J~ia Jackson)

Ministry Hosts First
Men's Conference
. ·;.
..
The Victory Outreach
Temple Church heldits firstever men's conference recently. Several-i:nen. attended the
conference, which had several
speakers. (Photos by Julia
Jackson)
_,_

Pastor Laytecia McKinney, right, is shown with guest
speaker, Rev. Lewis and Rev. Joseph Lopez, left.
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These men are Chris Stones, Peter Roberts and Justina
Leonard at the.men's confe.::~nce ;·. ·
·
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Mendy and Paul Wallace

(/)

:J attended the service.
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t~•~m!!!!:S,l\;~IVI~t:. Church of Pr~gress Village
•Tampa,_Florida 33619

.liiM Service·
will be held on

_

we1anesCl1av. December 31, 2008
The Service will begin at 10 p.m•
.Everyone.Is cordially inVited to come out
and worship with us.

Roy Davis, Timothy Biiss and Tom!Jl; _i.oui~. ·

PETER SMITH

Mount Olive A. M. E. ,Ch~rch~
·.

·,

.

&

,:, . . .

Mount Tabor M. B. Church·.

WITCH
NIGHT'
S
· Decerr-ber ~1, 2008 ~--- 9
.I

. . Featurir.tg:'·" ' -'!'lf!!JI'I ·•. · .

Gospel Commandoes·
..,".' .' ,'.

'I

. \:

.~ .,

·Founded By The Late
_
. .beacon Winie John Miller
..' ,~ Singing ~or Over 30 Years .
co

~

Transportation Services Available. For More-lnf~rmation Call:

if·

.. (813) 251-33.9

J.......
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,··.

uThe :Valce -· --·
.- _oif·,· .'

-'\Our Conununi:ty~
Rev. T. D. Leonard
Guest Messenger
.
·,

1902 W. Lasalle St • West Tampa
Breakfast will be served following worship

9/Jeaking fiH~.'!tS.el£'
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Barbara Roberts Celebrates Birthday
Family and friends gathered at the Carrollwood home of Paul and Barbara Roberts to celebrate her bi1ihday. (Photos by
Julia Jackson)

Happy
Birthday
·Rasta
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Justina Cox, sister of the
birthday lady.
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The birthday ~ady, Barbara
Roberts.

Happy birthday, Clive.
en
m
From your family and z
friends at the Florida Sentinel. :::!
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Adrian Wright attended the
party.

0

Bernard, Ophelia and Cathy at the Carrollwood home of
Paid and Barbara Roberts for her birthday celebration.

Charlie Robinson and.
party for Barbara Roberts.

Orchids, Bromeliads,lrrigation, Ground·Covers
Native Wildflowers And Vines, Shrubs, Hanging
Baskets, Potting Mixes, Special Fertilizers ~nd · S
Popular Growing Containers .An(j Large Planters! '.

FREE Tech Support
Everything We Sell Is Florida Friendly!

100 /O Off

~-------- -:
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Teresa and Rob were among the guests at the birthday party
for Barbara Roberts.
··
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On F1rst Purchase
L __ Ov...!!: $2~ _ -1

USJ\

Open 9-5:30 7 Days

1Two Graduate Horticulturists On Staff

8221 S.R. 674

Wimauma, Florida 33598
www colorfieldfarms cor
(813) 833-2545.

Helen Neal (center) stands with a couple of friends in front
of her birthday cake at her party.

Choir members of Greater Morning Star are Delores Gilbert, Joyce McRae, and Albert
McKinley.
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Gulf Ridge Boy Scouts attending a 1958 annual dinner.
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P~oJect 'H' Presented Its 14th Annual
0
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Costumf!.Pa·r ty

Fashion Show Extravaganza
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(Photos by Brunson)
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"Impossible Dream" was the theme of the 14th Annual Fashion Show Extravaganza presented by
Project 'H.' The event was held at Harris HalL Fashions for the evening were sponsored by several
area stores. (Photos by James McAllister)
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These little queens are
Charna, Janiyqa and Tkia.
These little princes and
princesses were on the ball
in their costumes. They are
JaZakeist,
Dwayne,
Maddysin, Aianna and
Jan ell.
Models Alta James and Ray Sumley showing
off their evening attire.
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These young people are Chanelle Thornton,·
Leah Lang, Jaida Johnson, Keela, .Edric.ka '
Northern and Nisha.

. , Edd,ie Northern and R.uby Hu~~er a.ttended
'the faShion show.

Ms. Angie and.her P:and. Eddie took time to relax
son, who fell asleep during . while-the children enjoyed
theparty.
theparty.
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Ilk INf Stew (Cine l'lrl
5 .... GrOIIId ..., (C.. Molkla.,.
3 ... ..., Oxblls (llallo.,. Res) .
.
. 5 ... End Cut l'orii'CIIops (Chultta be Punta)
10 1111. Chicken Ltt Quarters (Mutlci Dal'ollo
Con Cuentro)
.
5 (Allis
Ills. Chicken
Wings •
•' '
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FREE (Gratis) 112 Gillon ol OriMt
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Great American Teach-In At Local -Sch-o ols
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Great American Teach-Ins were held last month in
Hillsborough County public schools. Dr. Shirley Harvey
hosted several persons at Gary Adult School, while Mrs.
McDaniel ·hosted community persons at Robles
Elementary School. (Photos by Sylvester Harris and
Julia Jackson) .
.
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Officer Willie Lee and Ms. Peggy LaBarbera, Career
Specialist.
·
·

Dr. Shirley Harvey, Principal at Gary Adult School, is shown
with Lewis Brinson, Assistant ~uperintendent for
Administration, who gave a l~son of'"Never Give Up- But
Mak~ Loved Ones Proud, Not AshaJiled."
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Mrs. Josie Mack spoke to
the students at Gary Adult
about experiences of life,
encouraging them to take
pride in themselves and
become a success .
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Left to right, Darlene Brown, Diane H'art;-))r. Harv:ey and
Jeri Brooks.
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Dr. Paulette Walker was .
the speaker at Robles
Elementary School.
.
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Forrn~r Robl~

instructor; Pastor Moses Brown was an invited g1,1~tfor Gre,a~ AmenC8Il_ l'~a~~-ln. . . .
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Entertainment
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Sultry 'Santa Baby'
Man
•Pee-Tacular Obama
~
Singer Eartha Kitt
Dies At 81
-Freedman said Kitt, who
was recently treated at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital, died
Thursday in Connecticut of
colon cancer.
Dubbed the "most exciting
woman in the world" by
Orson Welles, Kitt's career
spanned six decades, from her
start as a dance_r with - the
famed Katherine Dunham
troupe to cabarets and acting
and singing on stage, in'inovies
and on television.
_ She wori two Enimys, and
was also nominated for several
Tonys ;md two Grammys.
Kitt was featured on the
cover of her 2001 book~ "Rejuvenate," a guide to staying
physically fit, in a long, curve-hugging black dress with a figur-e that ·some 20-year-old
women would envy. She aJso
Wrote three autobiographies.

NEW YORK--- Eartha Kitt,
the self-proclaimed "sex kitten" ·whose sultry voice and
catlike purr attracted fans even
as she neared So, has died; The
singer, dancer and actress was
81. -_

Family spokesman Andrew

. T-Pain And Tim McGraw:
More Hip-ltoppln• Country
. LOS ANGELEs·-":_~~·Will Tilrl-:' -~~ 'MiliirrffiiM
Mc9'raw ~e. ditching his co'w~- -:' ·
boy li~ts ai1d boots for a gold -~ ' -_
._ , · ·_
· gfill g'rirg~: . · _,_ ..
J 'robab1y nQt,'but the hip-hop :· '_!:.,.,,,,,.,,,,,,",.,_,,-,, ,
world sure does iove the country superstar. FoQr· years ·ago
McGraw and Nelly colhiborated o_n_:'()uer czncl.Ove1·." Ear=
. Hei· .- this morith McGraw
t:eportedl)t~ecorded a oew sin- _,,
gle, _ ~'Huin.cm,'_' · for .Chris·
., Brown's upcoming album. '
. ' T-PAIN And TIM
· Ami now 'there's more. HipMCGRAW
hop impresario T-Pain tells us
~xclusively tlu\t he's also going - · McGraw ttine.
into the studio with McGraw.
Unlike McGraw's hip-hopT~Pain says the idea was
centric collaboration with
hatCl-ied -when· -the
'met-- Nelly, T~Pain says he wants it
while both were appearing on · - the other way around. "The
hip-ho.p has been done with
Saturday Night Live · last
month.
· Tim and Neily, so we gottabe
But he promi~es somethi~g; . • mor~-- co).mtry than. hip-hop,"
'
much different from the ~elly- - ' he says.

two

Sentenced In Photos Spark Web 'Frenzy c
Killing Of T.l. parazzi
HONOLuLu, Hawaii--- Pa~
snaps of a shirtless and
3:
Associate
toned Barack Obama with
III

HOSEA THOMAS

CINCINNATI ---A man convicted of killing a friend and assistant of T .I. has been
sentenced to 66 years to-life in
prison.
A jury in Cincinnati last
month convicted 34-year-old
Hosea Thomas of murder,
felonious assault and illegally
having a gun after a felony conviction.
Philant Johnson died in
May 2006 during a running
gun battle on Interstate 75 that
followed a T.I. concert in
Cincinnati .. Three others were
injured.
The rap star, whose real name
is Clifford Harris, took the
stand during Thomas' trial and ·
said he believed the shots fired
at his e1;1tourage were really
meant forhini :
The Grammy-winning rapper
was not hurt.

his family on holiday in Hawaii
sparked envy, anger and a torrent of bad puns on Tuesday
after they were posted on the
Web.
"Fit for Office ... Buff Bam is
Hawaii hunk," blared the New
York Post with a front-page
splash of the rippling president-elect showing not an inch
of flab as he strolled in his
swimming trunks through a
Hawaii resort.
A photographer affiliated
with California-based agency
Bauer-Griffin evaded a ring of
security around the presidentelect and his family at the
beach resort.
News photographers following Obama in his press pool
are being kept away from the
president-elect at the residence.
Several shots on the BauerGriffin website show a muscled
and trim Obama in his swim-

~o
~
~

PRESIDENrcELECT
· _BARACK OBAMA
ming 'trunks,-!!bowing the reward of his daily early morning
workouts. · ·
Other.more cont!oversial pic:tures show-Michelle Obama
with th.e future first · cduple'-s
daughters Mali~ and ·sasha,
who have been shielded from
the media, appatentlyheading ·~
. back to their vacation lodgings -0
afteraswim.
~

c)>

MichaeiJackson
~
Prepping For World Tour, ~ ·
~ot Lung Transpl-.nt - ~

llllllilil

he's planning a world tour!
In response to r~cent comments made by celebrity con:...
. spiracy-:th~Qristia,n H;alperin,
A be pop_, icon-'s i~P· issueq.
stateme nt·. M:~ridiJ.y : saying
that "wild · all~gations' ~on~
cerning _Mr. . JackSon.' s
health are a total fabrication."
Well,. that would be news
then, wouldn't it?
Jackson said something
along' those lines in October
when he .p ut the kibosh
1~':'
mors-s_tarted 'by . his own
brothers-that . the original
Jackson woul9 be teaming
up. for ~ "Hey, look at us l;'
tour. - - ·

a

DlddyTalks
·About 'CSI:
Miami' Role

on

LOS ANGELES - ~-- Michael
Jackson is not only not suffering from a life-threatening
lung ailment, he's so healthy
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day-Z, Mary--~~ ·_ BIIge
Accu·
s ed Of Beat Burglary
·.

-

"':

..

'

- Jermaine Jumpp and
Mi~ha¢1 C. Adams acctfse
Blige's . ·r enowned producer,
Rodney
- · "Darkchild"
Jerkins of swiping the beat
from theii· "On My Grind" for
the Blige's· "Enough Cry in'."
The plaintiffs claims they
·. ·.subt'nittecl' a CD containing
_ their so'ng to Jerkins·back in
_· ·200i 'iliid w~re. shocked when
·"Enough Cry in'··: surfaced .o n
·: . 2<fdfr; album . The Break. ~hro~g~1, ~Jay-:-Z got~ cowriting
credit; they got bupkis. ·- · .-·~
. -~- . No word·' why it took three
LOS ANGELES --- What's the -- ··ye~rs
their suit. .
. : ·Neither Blige or Jigga are
411? How about a lawsuit?
commenting yet. The two pals
. Mary J._.Blige and Jay-Z ·
are
frequent collaborators,
are among the targets of a_fed,_
-~
most
recently teaming up last
.era) song-swiping· suit by two
spring
for their Heart of theNew Jersey men.·.
City tour.

to ·me-

..

·I
When you're Diddy, some
things come easily:
All the Bad Boy mogul had to
do was meet with CBS, tell
them he .wanted to play a
lawyer on "CSI: Miami" ... and
he got a call "25 hours later,
[saying] they were going to
write me a · part into 'CSI:
Miami.' It was truly a blessing.
His episodes are set to air on
February 9 and 16.

Keys Made.
-
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The Tampa Bay Buccan~
eers are not a very old
team. Yet , the Bu.cs and
two of their flagship playe~s must ponder the players' future over the off-season. Those two players are
~eteran
linebacker
Derrick Brooks and veteran cornerback Rhonde
J;Jarber.
The question is will these
two players play another
year for the Bucs.
Brooks made the All-Pro
second team, but will that ·
~ be enough to push his body
c through
another season? It
a:
LL is obvious that Barber has
c
a step and 'n o longer
z lost
performs
at his usual high
<
level. Add to that, his twin
~
0 brother retired from foot(/)
ball two seasons ago.
w
Brooks and Barber are '
::;)
t- two of the most respected
~ and popular players to ever
w wear the Tampa Bay
> Bu~caneers' uniform. We.
w
c know the end o( the road is .
.w
. ':r: near. But is this it?
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·What's ~r1re: ·

for the big bucks of th e
National Football League.
Big George is on the
radar screen of a number of
NFL teams . The speedy
sack-master has already
been labeled a can't-miss
prospect . Should George
leave, it would be a big loss
forUSF.
Yankees Buying
A World Series
The New York Yankees
are waving around millions
and millions of dollars in
an attempt to buy a baseball
World
Series
Championship next baseball season. The Yankees
have signed or attempting
to sign a number of players
to multi-year contracts that
surpasses one and a half
million dollars.
The Ya1;1kees. should be
the best . team money elm '
buy next season. If they
don't Win 'the World Series,
it w_on't be because they .
didn't try.

Pastor (Coach) .Ronald
Ellis has been a motivational coach for the
Armwood Haw~s footbalr
team for the past several
years. His inspirational
words t o them have been:
Believe in themselves,
Achieve their dreams, and
Maximize all their potentials. B. A. M. is the
· acronym for his organization. The name is also a
part of a book he has wpttenentitled, "B. AM. : How
To Realize Your Greatest
Potential In Life." ·
Coach Ellis, as he is
referred to by the team,
encouraged and inspired
the Hawks throughout the
season, even through they
lost to Plant High School
for a chance to vie for the
state title again .' The
Panthers defeated the
Hawks and went on to win
the
3-A::
State
Championship.

BucsName
Morris Def.
CoOrdinator ·

. :.Eco~omy:· Atr~ti

Bowl Games ·
College football se.a5on is
over for the ..barrage.. of ):,owl
games. · Th¢ . plummeting
economy of ·t he- United
· States· is affecting these
RAHEEM MORRIS
bowl games, TicketS can .l:i£i
.TAMPA -. B.. · · . h'
.. · . · ·
ucs coac
· ·
·
purchased at ·many of these , . . G d · . · ·· · th
bowiS:for.less:.t han $10~ :·.: ·:,.: ·.. .Jon . dr.u ensahws_o~Iht . at
".·: .· .·: · · ·· .. · · '.· .. .. .·. secon ary coac n.~~ eem
. l.n ~~~tEu>f~.~ .decrell$e I:O. _ . Moi-ris ~ad a .yery IJ?.erry
pnce, fan ~tten~ances at . . Christmas this ye~r.
·. *ese bowls IS falling ofl'. ln.
· Before leaving One·· Buc
fact, som~ .schools acceptPlace on Christmas Eve
. · ing bow 1. biqs are losing
. Gruden told t~e 32~year~ .
money. ·
· old Morris that he will
. replace Monte Kiffin as
the Bucs' defensive coordinator beginning In ~009.
"It was Chril:;tnia:s and .I
wanted to give him a
TA:\IPA BAY Bl'CCA~EERS
Christmas present," said
Gruden, who informed his
team of the decision
"- sept?1' ·.Saints [24] vs•.[20)Btics .
LOSS -.:
Thursday. "I wanted to give
him something to be excited
Sept~ 14
· Buc~[24].vs_,.. [9] Falcons ·
··WIN ·
about and to reward him for
·. sept. 21 B~cs [27] v.~~ (24] Bean (OT' .. ,·. \\'IN:;::,:
his effort and hard work."
· -: ~pt. 28
Biles [30J'y.s~· fll] .Packer~ ·. , .: WIN
Morris' ·appointment
•. oct.s . . ·Broncos (16]vs. [13] ·:Bucs ··· · l~oss :
'doesn't come:as a great sur- _
' Od.l2
prise. · Since · Kiffh{
Bucs~ (27] :vs.{3] Panthers .... W,N, .
announced plans to' leave · ·
. Oct. '19 .Bu4:s.J20J vs•. 110} Seaila~~s . · . .··~ ~- . Wl~ -· :
the Bucs fo~ 'the University: .
;oct. 26·
c.,w.,~y$ U31 · :v~~.·l~l)J~cs. :~ . :t9ss .
of Tennessee; many htive':·
· ·
Chie(s :
considered Morris a lead~ '
ing candidate to replace
him.
Bucs [1 vs. [13)' Vikin'gs
Now in the second year of ·
Nov. 23
WIN
his second stint with Tampa
. Bucs [38] vs. [20] Lions
Bay, Morris has six years
· Noy. 30
WIN
Bucs [.23] vs. [20] Saints
.
of
experience in the Bucs'
Dec.8
LOSS
Panthers [38] vs. [23] Bucs
· system. He also has a year
Dec.14
LOSS
Falcons [13] vs. (10] Dues
of work under his belt as a
Dec. 21 Chargers [41]@ [24] 1 p.m.
LOSS
coordinator, earning that in
2006 at Kansas State
Dec: 28
Raiders
m.
University.

GoingToDo? ·
The University ofSouth
Florida has . one of the top
defensive lineman in college i~otball _in .defensi~e
e'nd George S.~_ lvie. The
J·unior, record setting ' Bull .
has made All American two
y~ar~ ·in a ·row · and . is
expected to be an ~ first .
round 'dr,aft pick. ·
·' .· ·
The ~uestion at USF
what will George do? Will
he stay at .USF . for .one .
mQre year or Will. he leave

' PASTORRONELLIS

Motivational Coach
Ellis, the team's chaplain; said the praise and
recognition for the "success
of the Armwood football
team goes to God. He said
his preparation of the team
consists of imbedding in
their minds that th_ey are
destined for greatness - not

only in sports but in life .
However ,. there . is a
process : determination,
endurance and the passion
to succeed, regardless of
age, gender, profession and
ethnic background.
Coach Ellis will not limit
his inspirational messages
to Armwood next school
ter-m . He is prepared . to
reach players in other
'schools by mentoring them .
·through Bible-based principles. "I believe my time
with Armwood is up and
it's time for me to reach
some other students," he
said.
·
Ellis is a life coach to not
only students, but many
men and women across the
Bay area through his B. A.
M. principles.
Coach Ellis can be
reached at (813) 662-2255 . .
Gwen Hayes can be
reached at (813) 2481921.

Garcia, Mickelson,
_Hanington Poised For
.•: Challenge On No. 1
-LOS AN-GELES ·-Long. established as the
world':s.:: No.1 player;
' Tiger ·Wooas now ·runs ·
· the risk of being deposed
at the top ofthe rankings
in the first_ quarter ' of
2009.
WOOds has been out of
action since having reconstructive knee surgery ..
after w'inning -the· U.S.
Open in June ~nd, a.s a

bystan.der, has watched
his .str~ngleh_old at the
top· steadily loosen week·
·by·week.· ·
· . ·. ' . ': · H
He has occupied the No; :
· 1 ranking a record total of
529 weeks in his career,
first claiming the top spc)i ·
. on June 15, i997;
has

He

. held the . positiop,. si'nce.
regaini:.:tg it from Vijay . . ·
·Singh on June 12; 2005. · :

!s

· 2008-2009 Football Season

PGATour··Mon8y
·Leaders
.
.
..
.

.

Player
Events
Earnings
1 Vijay Singh '(FIJ)
· 23 .
$6,601,094
6
$5,'775,000
2 Tiger WqocJs (USA)
: 3 Phil Mickelson.{~JS~) .. ·. 21··. .
. · · $5~ 188;~75 . ·. ·
4 Sergio Gard.lr (~SP) ·.~ ·: · 19
. ·. --. . . ·~ ;Sq8,224 ·
5 Kenny Penj (USA) · · · . .. 2~:: - - _ ' : .' $4;663, 193 : . ·
6 Anthony Kim (USA)
. . 2~ -..::· .·, .·· ·..$.<.t,656,2f?5 . ·
. 7 Camilo Villegas (COL)
2.2
.. . . $4,422,643.
15.: : _. ..
·$4,:ns,551 .
8 Padraig Harrington
23 ·
. .. '$3~97s:so1 ..
9 Stewart cink:'<uSA>
JO Justin Leon;&rd(USA) . 25,. ·. : .. , $3;~3,543 ,· .
-. ·~.
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,........ ,...... #925,,11720. Dr~ MLK Jr.: Blvd.,.Seffner _
33584.._:·
Wai·Mart #941,.949 E. Bloomingdale Ave., Brandon,.33511 ·
W.ai·Mart #2627,.2701 E~ Fletcher Ave:,.Tampa,3361t ·
Wai-Mart.#2387, .11110.Causeway Blvd.~ Brandori,.33511
Wai·Mart #3463, 12808.·e. Brandon BWd., Brandon, 33511
Wai·Mart #5760;.1601 W. Kenn~dy, Blvd.,.Tampa, FL, 33607
Wai·Mart
N. Florida
·.33612 ·

.Spurts.

Bucs Out Of Playoffs
With Loss T o Raiders

Jones Placed
·on Inactive
List

DAMON JONES

Carnell "Cadillac" Williams grimaces in pain as he's carted
off the field during the fourth quarter with an injury to his left
knee. Williams was returning after a severe injury to his right
knee in 2007.

In four games the Ta mpa
carriet! from th e field. The
extent of his injury is
Bay Buccaneers have gone
unknown at thi s time.
from co-leaders of the NFC
Williams injured his right
South Division to being
home for the playoffs.
knee in 2007 durii1g the preseason.
On Sunday, the Bucs
dropped their fourthFor the game, Williams
rushed 12 times for 78 yards
straight game in a 31-24
and a pair of touchdowns.
loss to the Oakland Raiders
at
Raymond
James
The Raiders also had a
good day running the ball
Stadium.
with Michael Bush going
The Bucs went from being
almost .assured of a playoff
27 for 177 yards and a pair
spot to needing help from
·of scores.
Jeff Garcia · finished the
the Philadelphia Eagles to·
. -eY.ening..with 17 of 33 passes
grab a wild-card spot.
:dompleted, 257 yards and
After falling behind early,
one touchdown. Jemarcus
the Bucs rallied in the third
quar't er, and'took the lead.
Russell completed 14 of 21
On a running play,
passes ·for 148 yards and a
Garnell
"Cadillac"
pair of touchdowns.
Williams ripped off>:aonide
. The Raiders· •SC{)reill lJ
gain before he was tackled
straight points in the fourth
and immediately grabbed
quarter to record their fifth
liis left knee. He was later
win of the season.

Evans, Mir -crowned;
~ackson Gets Revenge

RASHAD EVANS And
QUINTON JACKSON

Rashad Evans and
Frank Mir walked out of
the MGM Grand Garden
Arena .Saturday in Las
Vegas. as champions.
Quinton Jackson may
have earned something better than a belt: He finally
got revenge on Wanderlei
Silva.
In the UFC 92 main
event, the undefeated
Evans knocked off UFC
light heavyw~ight champion
Forrest Griffin a's the
fight was called midway
through the third round.
· Rashad Evans' groundand-pound strategy proved
too much for Forrest
Griffin to overcome.
Griffin, 29, fighting out of
the Xtreme Couture camp,
took the center of the
Octagon in the first round.
He kicked well throughout
the period, but Evans· con ~
nected with a punch to the

body and snuck in a jab and
a left hook.
Evans, 29, caught a kick
in the third and moved the
fight to the mat, where he
' did sigq-ificant damage with
a series of hammerfists .
Griffin seemed to recover,
but Evans kept up his
offense from the top pos ition . .After posturing up ,
Evans smashed a right
hand into the titleholder's
chin . The Greg Jacksontrained fighter then stood
and let loose lefts after .}efts
on Griffin, who appeared to
tap as the fight was called
at 2:46.
Jackson Extracts
. . _Revenge .
After taking two beatings
"fr om Wanderle'i Silva,
·.Qu.in~~~ - Jackson paid- .the
Brazilian back with a left
\loq,k ·' -~'o the · jaw that
knocked him· out 3:21 into
the first round.
• The third time proved to
be the charm ·for Quinton
Jackson.
In the exchange that
ended the fight, The Axe
Murderer began to wing his
strikes. Jackson .covered
up well, countered with the
hook and dropped Silva
cold to the canvas.

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee Bucks guard
Damon Jones r ejoin e d
th e t e am for its g a m e
Saturday night against the
Detroit Pistons.
Jones was obtained on
Aug . 13 in a three-te am
trade. Jones was obtained
from Clev e land due to
salary purposes, but had
never participated with the
team by mutual agreement
as the Bucks worked with
his agent in an attempt to
trade him.
When a deal never materialized, Jones reported to
the team on Saturday
night, alld was inactive.
Jones, 32, a 10-year
NBA veteran, has a $4.66
million contract that
expires at the end of the
season.

Wade Helps ·
Famlly_IJisplaced
-. By Fire
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TOSHA
As we head into the New Year, how about
taking Tosha along as fhis week's Beauty :
Unlimited feature. Tosha stands 5'6" tall and
says her future plan is to become a computer technician. Tosha's philosophy of life is:
"Dreams are for dreamers." When it comes
to the man in her life, Tosha said he must be
the kind of man that understands a woman
like her and will try to get to know her. Just
looking at this photo proves Tosha Is worth
knowing. For now, get to know her as this ·
week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
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DWYANEWADE

MIAMI -- When
Dwyane Wade heard the
plight of a South Florida
woman whose nephew accidentally burned down her
home - and ruined all the
family's possessions - the
Miami Heat star knew he
had to do something.
So he helped the family
move into a new home, just
in time for Chri&.tmas.
Wade presented Dawn
Smith with the ultimate
Christmas
gift
on
Wednesday- the keys to a
. her new house, along with
some furnishings, clothing
and gifts to· make sure her
family has a joyous holiday,
something that didn't seem
likely just a few weeks ago.
His Wade's World foundation will make some payments on the home, while
Smith and her family get
back on their feet.
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Morris Bro1Nn Raises $60,000
For Overdue Water Bill
ATLANTA-- Morris Brown College officials raised more than $6o,ooo during a four-hour rally
Sah1rday to help pay a massive water bill.
The city of Atlanta turned off the school's water on Dec. 15 because the historically black institution owes $380,000. Unless the bill is paid in full, the school will not reopen when classes are scheduled to resume on Jan. 9.
School officials said they will continue to hold rallies and other events until they have raised the
full amount. Morris Brown acting President Stanley Pritchett said Saturday he is appealing to
Atlanta-based celebrities to donate mon~y to the school.
·
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Philadelphia Fire Kills 7
JAMES DAWKINS
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James Dawkins passed
away in Boston, MA, on
Sunday, December 21.
His funeral will be in
Boston on December 30,
2008.
A memorial service will be
held in Tampa -at a time to be
announced.
The family can be reached
at
113
Copeland
St. ,
Brockton, MA, 023tn.

REV. MOSES ANGLIN
12/30/1934- 1/15/2004
A wonderful husband, dad,
and granddad.
The Anglins.

IN LOVING
MEMORY

RNC Chairanan Condemns
Controversial Obama Song

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
GRANDMA
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MRS.OZIE
MOBLEY SHEPARD

:I:

12-30-93

~

Although it's been 15 years
since God called you home to
be with Him, we love you
very much and miss you
dearly.
Your loving daughter,
Dor.othy Pauldo and husband, Charlie; your loving
son, Preston Mobley and
wife, Florence; and all the
grandchildren.
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LEILA HOGAN
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It's been 6 years since
you've been gone and everyday you remain in our
hearts. We love and miss you
so much. Merry Christmas.
Love•al~ays, your children
and grandkids.
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Seven people, including a toddler, died when fire roared through a three-story home in southwest
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on Friday night, fire officials said.
Firefighters work to put out a fire at a town home Friday night in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Six of the victims - three adults, a teen and two children - were found in the townhome's basement, huddled together, Philadelphia Fire Commissioner Lloyd Ayers said.
A 2-year-old boy who was pulled from the burning house by firefighters was later pronounced
dead at Children's Hospital, Ayers said.
Eleven people, all of Liberian nationality, lived in the ba'Sement of the home, he said. Two were
rescued by firefighters and two escaped on their own, Ayers said .

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

The chairman of the
Republican
National
Committee said he was
"appalled" by a song called
"Barack th e Magic Negro';
on a CD distributed by one of
his political rivals.
Republican
National
Committee Chairman Mike
Duncan is 'first party member to criticize "Barack the
Magic Negm. " ·
"The 2008 election was a
wake-up call for Republicans
to reach out and bring more
people into our party," RNC
Chairman Mike Duncan
said in a statement reported
Saturday afternoon by
Politico.
"I am shocked and

RNC members the parody
CD "We Hate the USA " for
Christmas, which includes
the controversial tune. He
defend e d his decision
Friday, telling CNN the song
was clearly intended as a
joke.
.
"I t4ink most people rec·" ogn1ze 'p cilitkar-satife when
they see it," Saltsman told
CNN. "I think RNC menibers
RNC Chairman Mike
understand that. "
,
Duncan says he is
Saltsman, a former chair ·
shocked by "Barack the
of the Tennessee Republican
Magic Negro"
Par:ty, was a top advisor to
former
Senate Majorit y
appalled that anyone would
Leader
Bill
Frist and manthink this is appropriate, as
aged
former
Arkansas Gov.
it clearly does not move us in
Mike
Huckabee's
presithe right direction."
dential
campaign.
Chip Saltsman sent

local news
EVERETT - DERR
& . ANDERSON FUNERAL HOME
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Mr. James Richard Jolly, Jr., 3211 21st Street, Apt. B.
Mr. Frank A. McCormick, II, 5004 East Serena Drive.

educatipn
religiorli
business

WILSON FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Lewis Richardson, Tampa.

health

EMMA LOU MCCRAY

sports

12/29/40-7/4/08

AARON A.
PETERSON, III
11/16/2006- 12/25/2007
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It has been a year since you
departed this life. Words
cannot express how much we
love and miss you. Heaven
received a. precious gift on
Christmas day.
Love always, mommy,
daqdy and family.

It's Been 5 Months
Emma McCray, July 4, 2008,
beloved wife, mother, grandmother, sister, daughter, aunt
and dear friend, was called to
be with the Lord.
Mom, you enriched our lives
with your love, caring and
always being there for us. We
will always love and miss you
and the emptiness you left will
never be filled. Please meet
me, Van at Heaven's gate, so
we can once again be together.
Your loving family.

2708 E. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. IJLVD.
TAMPA, FL 33610

Ph.

(8131
232•8125
Fux (813) 231-0521

Harmon
Fu nera] Horne

.John W . Harmon. L.F.D.
.James Hm·mon . L. F. D.

5,002

N . 40th St.

626-8600

family
entertainment
in the

Florida Sentinel
813-248-1921
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Parents -Jailed After
Disputes With Kids

Young Lakeland
Man Killed On
The Dance
Floor

Suspect, Victim
Identified In Fatal
Police Shooting
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EARAJ MIRZAVAND

JACQUELINE WILLIAMS

MARC METELUS

Two parents were arrested over the weekend after
disputes with their children. ·
Hillsborough County
Sheriffs deputies report
that a woman was charged
with child abuse after she
allegedly hit her 13-yearold son several times in an
argument over the television
remote
control
Saturday morning.
Deputies said Jacqueline
Williams, 38, grabbed her
son by the throat and hit
him on the face and ·head
at least three tim,es with
her open hand.

On Friday night, deputies
said a Riverview man was
arrested after he fought his
tee nager daughter over the
family's dogs.
Deputies said Earaj
Mirzavand, 49, and his
16-year-old daughter started arguing and the fight
escalated
when
Mirzavand pushed her
into a wall, knocking her
unconscious.
witness reported seeing
A
I
Mirzavand straddle his
daughter and choke her,
but she was helped and
taken into a bedroom.

1 0-Year-Oid Shot
T~ De~th !By c _
o .u sin

LAKELAND - Lakeland
Police are looking for a suspect who shot a man at a
club Thursday.
Lakeland Police said the
Gonzo Nightclub, 1239
East Memorial . Boulevard,
was packed when Marc
Metelus, 23, was on the
dance floor. Police said an
unknown
suspect
approached Metelus and
shot him as he danced. He
was pronounced dead at
the scene.
No arrests have been
made in the shooting, and
police are interviewing wit-·
nesses.

Teenager Shot
At McDonald's

r

MIRACLE JOHNSON

POLK COUNTY - The
Polk County Sheriffs Office
reports that a 10-year-old
Fort Meade girl was shot
and killed by her 11-yearold cousin.
Police said Jacques
Thomas·,. 11, was playing
· with a gun when it fired,
shooting
Miracle
Johnson. Reports indicate
Johnson was shot in the
head.
Detectives said Miracle,
Jacques and Jacques'
younger sister, 5-year-old

Shnijah Wiggins, were in
a bedroom when the shooting occurred . Jacques'
brothers,
' 8-year-old ·
Joshua Wiggins was
entering the bedroom when
the gun fired.
The children's great
grandmother, Arthur Ree
Murry, 28, · was in the
kitchen at the time of the .
shooting.
·
Detectives said the gun
used in the shooting legally
belongs to 24-year-old
Ivory
Demetrius
Johnson, Miracle's uncle.
The gun was in the bed- .
room Johnson shared
with Miracle. Johnson
was riot home at the time
of the sh.ooting.
According to Ms. Murry,
Miracle got her name
because she was so small
when she was born. She
weighed only 1.24 pounds.
The Sheriffs Office has
stopped short of calling the
shooting accidental at this
time.

PINELLAS COUNTYPinellas County Sheriffs
deputies are investigating
a report of shots fired at a
local fast food restaurant
last Tuesday night.
Deputies said the incident
occurred
at
McDonald's Restaurant,
4147 49th Street, North
around 11:30 p.m.
-According to reports, the
14-year-old victim was
with two others and had
walked from his residence
to the restaurant. As the ·
three walked up to the
restaurant door, deputies
said a car pulled up and
someone in the car fired
several shots at the three
teenagers, striking one of
them in the hand.
The suspect vehicle is
-~ .' described as a dark green
car. No description was
given of a possible suspect
in the shooting.
The victim was treated
and released from a local
hospital.

UNCLE
SANDY

--------------------3,5,"When man is wrapped
'2 48-1921

up in himself, he makes a 7,
8,17,23,27,31.32,35,43,
48 pretty small package.

MASON SAMBORSKI

JONATHON BELTON

OAK PARK, Mich. -- An
Oak Park police officer,
Mason Samborski, was
shot and killed early
Sunday morning in the
area of 10 Mile arid
Greenfield roads, police
said.
Samborski, 28, was performing a routine traffic
stop in the area, which lead
to an investigation at a
nearby home. That is
where the shooting took
place.
Samborski was a fouryear veteran of the force,

police said. He was married
with one child.
Police are still searching
for the suspect, Jonathon
Belton, 16, of Detroit.
He was last seen driving
a 1997 Jeep Gr~rid
Cherokee with license plate
BEF 5904. The vehicle is
possibly blue or green.
It is believed that Belton
left the area, but police are
still searching.
....
Seve_ral area police are
assisting Oak Park with
the investigation.
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Man Shot Whi'l e
Playing Dotninos
At 2:15p.m. Sunday,
Tampa Poljce were called
to 29th Street and Martin
Luther
King,
Jr .
Boulevard. When they
arrived, it was determined
a group of inen had been
playing dominos when an
unknown Black male -wearing a ski mask and armed'
with a gun confronted
them.

During the confrontation,
one of the men, Samuel
Hardy, stood up from the
table. As a result, he was
shot once -in the left leg.
The suspect fled on foot.
The incident is under
investigation and Hardy
reportedly suffered what
officials say are indications
of several frac't ures to his
leg.
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Man Finds Cash ·:At·
Home Depot, 1Wice·:
:·

A Maine man found a
wallet stuffed with cash, on
the floor in a home
improvement. store.
Two days later, he found
. a loaded money bag in the
same store.
Gil Steward was shopping Tuesday at The Home
Depot in Auburn when he
spied the wallet, which was
stuffed with nearly $1,000
in $100 bills.
He returned it to The
Home Depot store's service

..

'

counter, a'nd it was
returned to a very grateful.
owner.
On Thursday, in the
same hour and at the same.
store, Steward saw a green
money bag on the floor .
Again, it was returned to
its rightful owner.
His wife, Dee, said her
husband thinks he's being
tested.
As for Steward, he said ~
he plans to play the lottery C)
this weekend.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
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As a result of being unable to effectuate certified mail notice to violators of the City Code, notice is hereby given that a Tampa Municipal Code Enforcement Hearing Master has
scheduled a public hearing on January 7, 2009 at 9:00a.m. to hear the below listed cases which are in violation of the City of Tampa Code. Information listed below describes the case
number, property owner(s), violation address, code section violated, and legal description of subject property in that order. The hearing will be held in City Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, City
Hall, 315 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa , Florida . Affected property owners will be given the opportunity to discuss the alleged violations. Should anyone have any questions regarding these
· cases, please call the Office of the City Clerk at (813) 274-7286.
Please note that if any person decides to appeal any decision made by the Code Enforcement Hearing Master with respect to any matter considered at the meeting or hearing, they will
need to ensure a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.
CASE# 07-29296
BARROS, SUZAN
15608 COCHESTER RD., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-47, AND 19-50
TAMPA PALMS 4A UNIT 1
LOT4 BLOCK 9
34758.1522
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CASE t OJ-13304
SAi:TERFIELL GEO E. HALEY, GEO R.
HALEY, RANDY L., GIL R, BRYANS.
. 1401 N. SEMMES ST., TAIFA, FL
SECTION: 19-49
OAK TERRACE REVISED PLAT OF
LOTS 59 AND 60 AND E% CLOSED
LLEY ABLITTING 'rnEREON
145598.0000
CASEtCII-13112
CJWIF, STACEY
2102 E. ELUCOTI ST., T,._,A, FL
SECTIONS: 19-47, AND 19-50
LMNGSTON HEIGHTS
LPT 18 BLOCK 2
1563e8.0000
CASE t 01-15150
HARXHI, SHEPTIM
11617 N. MULBERRY ST, AlB TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50
PR'OPERTY ORANGE TERRACE
LOT 21 AND W% OF ALLEY ABLITTING
. ONE BLOCK 10
145572.5000
CASE t OJ-18151
THOMPSON, JIMMIE
911 E. 22ND AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-26
CARLTON PLACE
E 98 FT OF LOT 1
186585.0000
CASE t 08-11208
BURKE, JAMES L
1705 E. NOME ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, 19-50 AND 27-129
FERN CLIFF LOT 281 AND W% OF LOT 280
149943.0000
CASE tl 08-11532
MOORE, TAWANDA L. AND MARK
1215 E. HOLLAND ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-48, 19-49 AND 19-50
NEBRASKA AVENUE HEIGHTS
LOTS 15 TO 181NCL BLOCK '21
143892.0000
CASE t OJ-111695
HULBURT, RYAN
1304 E. 15TH AVE., TAIFA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, AND 19-50
CUSCADEN AND WELLS
E% OFliO:r& BLOCK 2. 1 ,
197977.0000

CASE# 08-16733
CANALES, WALTER
1708 MARVY AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49, 19-50 AND
19-56
TILSEN MANOR BLKS 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 10, 11 , 13,16, 17, 18
LOTS BLOCK2
141279.0000
CASE I 011-17252
BROWN, JEROME C.
1311 N. 13TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 1t-IO, AND 11-232
SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
LOT 10 AND 11 AND E 5 FT CLOSED
jALLEY ABLITTING
ONWBLOCK24
148440.0000
CASE t 01-17312
PHILPOT, RALPH J.
1314 E. SLIGH AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-233
LEONARD TERRACE
E 35FT OF LOT 19 AND W24 FT OF
LOT20
170116.0000
CASE I OII-171H
MUFF, SANDRA
8920 N. 21ST ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTI,ON: 19-50
KIES SUBDIVISION
LOT 1 AND % CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING ON WEST
149308.0000
CASE t1 011-17807
ADAMS, MONROE Ill
ADAMS; MARJORIE T.,
AND ADAMS JOHN M.
1112 E. IDLEWILD AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49,19-50 AND 27-129
LOT BEG 529.72 FT E OF SWCOR OF
NWY.OF NWY.
OF SE Y. & RUNE 50FT N 138.66 FT
W 50FT & S 138.66 FT TO BEG LESS
S25 FTFORST
150307.0000
CASE t 01-18144
LUZEY, CESAR OMAR
LUZEY, DEBORA K.
1307 E. ELLICOTI ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 18-50AND 19-56
HANLEY HEIGHTS
. LOT 55, .::: ~.- '· ,.
.171850.0000

CASE# 08-18254
WILLIAMS, ALFRED
4303 E. OSBORNE AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-47, 19-49, AND 19-50
EASTERN HEIGHTS
LOT42
154591.0000

CASE# 08-19498
FONTE, ROGER
1514 E. DIANA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, 19-50 AND 19-231
RIVERBEND MANOR
LOT 14 BLOCKY
14955,.0000

CASE I OJ-11385
All, KIM
1024 E. CARACAS ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
DEMOREST
LOT1 BLOCK4
1711145.0000

CASE.t OI-1HI7
ALLEN, MAUREENA
11013 N. 14TH ST., AlB, TAIFA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, 19-50AND 19-232
SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
LOT 3 AND W% OF ALLEY ABLITTING
THEREON
BLOCK81
148957.0000

CASE t 01-11317

RODRIGUEZ, MEUZA
12021!. CARACAS ST., TAMPA, fL
SECTION: 19-231
DEMOREST
LOT ·5 BLOCK 2
171640.0000
CASE. 08-111494
TIEN, JESSICA
1301 E. FRIERSON AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-56
ANDERSON R M SUBDIVISION LOT 2
171437.0000
•CASE # 08-18701
DOMDROWSKI, PAUL
.4218 N. 13TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, AND 19-50
NEBRASKA HEIGHTS SOUTH
LOT 27 ANDVACATED ALLEY
.ABUTIING THEREOF
172368.eooo
CASE# 011-19097
AWONIYI, SYLVANUS '
8421 N. 17TH ST., AlB, TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-231
OAK TERRACE REVISED PLAT OF
LOTS 333 AND 334 AND W% CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTIING THEREON
145699.0000
CASE tl 08-19285
HARRIS, HENRY LEE AND
HARRIS, CAROLYN
11104 N. BROOKS ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-2.33; 19-49; 19-50; AND
19-234
SULPHUR HILL
. N40 FTOF E 75 FTOF LOT 10
BLOCK3
145785.0000

CASE I

CASE # 08-20126
VILLANUEVA, HERIBERTO AND
AQUINO, MARIA
7001 LAKESHORE DR., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, 19-46, 19-50
AND 19-233
TEMPLE CREST UNIT NO 3
LOT 12 BLOCK 56
148743.0000
CASE t 08-20150
ST-CYR, WOOLINE
1107 E. 27TH AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-233 AND 19-234
REINA VICTORIA
LOT 6 AND N% OF CLOSED ALLEY
IABUTIING ON s
172815.0000

01-117~

ALVAREZ, NIURKA
1201 N. 11TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
HENDRY AND KNIGHTS ADDITION TO
SULPHUR SPRINGS
LOT 33 AND E % CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON .
.149596.0000

CASE I 08-204411
REYNOLDS, ALLEN Ill, REYNOLDS,
JACQUELINE
21105 N. 9TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, AND19-231
BONNIEHAVEN
S % OF LOT 7 BLOCK 1
186901 .0000

CASE t 011-20063
CABADO, ANDRES AND CABADO,
SHANNON
1113 MERIOEL AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-232. 19-50, AND 27~129
TILSEN MANOR BLKS 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 11, 13, 18. 17, AND 18
LOT 7 BLOCK 10
141388.0000

CASE tl 08-20535
AARON, DANIEL
3303 N. 12TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-26, 19-46, 19-49,
· AND 19-50 ·
NEBRASKA. EAST REVISED MAP OF
LOT 18 TOGETHER WITH S Y.. AND W
%OF VACATED ALLEYS ABUTIING
186426.0000

CASE tl 01-20112
CONLON, SEAN J.
1019 E. 19TH AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49, 19-50,
19-233, 19-234
AND 27-77 TABLE 4-1
ROBERTS HORATIO N
W 52 % FT OF LOT 3 BLOCK 1 AND A
STRIP 1 FTWIDE IMMEDIATELY
ADJOINING SAID LOT ON THE NORTH
TOGETHER WITH N% OF VACATED
ALLEY ABUTIING
186944.0000

CASE I 08-20542
LAWSON, DELVIN R.
3519 N. 12TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-26, 19-46, 19-49 AND
19-50
BAKER'S J M SUBDIVISION
LOT 5 BLOCK 10
172910.0000

CASE tl 08-20118
CONLON, SEAN J.
1019 E. 19TH AVE., Y., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-233 AND 11-234
ROBERTS HORATIO N
2 52 Y.. FT OF LOT 3 BLOCK 1 AND A
STRIP 1 FT WIDE IMMEDIATELY
: ADJOINING SAID LOT ON THE NORTH
188944.0000

CASE I 08-20574
BENNETI, ANDREW L.
1S09 E. KNOLLWOOD ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
RIVERBEND MANOR
LOTS BLOCKW
149529.0000

-

CASE t 08-20511
. ~..t : ~ ~ .. 'l_,
y'
GASTON, RITA R.
-~ ~· ~·; : ·:'l!l;....
1701 E. DIANA ST., TAMPA• F,L
.-: <_.
' 0'
SECTION: 19-50
-:._.... '?
RIVERBEND MANOR
tOT 1 AND W% Oli-lOT 2 BLOCK A-1'
' ~· .·
149563.0000

.
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IN ACCORDANCE .WITH THE AMERICANS VIIITH DISABILITIES ACT ANp SECTION 286.26, FLORIDA STATUTES, PERSONS VIIITH DISABILITIES NE~DING SPECIAL ACC~TION
0 PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING SHOULD CONTACT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT LEAST FORTY-EIGHT (48) HOURS PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE ~ETING. .
.··.; .~
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY APPEAR AND BE HEARD AT SAID HEARING.
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LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS ................ EMPLOYMENT .................. -HOMES FOR SALE/RENT
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING January 7, 2009 (CONTINUED)
CASE # 08-23632
NIEVES, OSCAR
4618 WEBSTER ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50
ZION HEIGHTS ADD ITION
LOT92
156871.0010

CASE# 08-21901
FILS, HUMANIE
8720 N. BROOKS ST., AlB, TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, 19-231 AND 19-232
ORANGE TERRACE
LOT 3 & E Y. CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
BLOCK 7
145522.0100

CASE# 08-20654
DELGADO, MARIA
4213 E. RICHMERE ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49. 19-50, 19-233,
AND 19-234
TERRACE PARK SUBDIVISION
UNIT NO 3
. LOTS 13, 14, AND 15, BLOCK 105
142135.0000
CASE # 08-20855
COLON FAMILY LAND TRUST #2104
2104 E.·17TH AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49AND 19-50
BANZA BANZA
LOT BEG 25 FT W OF NE COR OF LOT
7 AND RUN W 20 FT S 26 FT W 1p FT S
50 FT E 30 FT & N 76 FT TO POB
BLOCK 13
~
187723.0000

CASE # 08-22168
OATES BERTHA LEE AND OATES,
THOMAS CALEB
2920 E. 20TH AVE. , TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-47, 19-49
AND 19-50
GREENVILLE SUBDIVISION PLAT 3
PG 50
LOT 16 BLOCK 1
188465.0000

CASE# 08-21356
CUEVAS, BRENDA
9412 N. BROOKS ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, AND 19-50
FAIRVIEW TERRACE
LOT 17 BLOCK 3
147125.0000

CASE# 08-22491
DEUTSCHE BANK; NATIONAL TRUST
C/0 CITI RESIDENTIAL
LENDING I
8113 N.SEMMES ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-50
HENDRY AND KNIGHTS ADDITION TO
SULPHUR SPRINGS
LOT 166 & WY. CLOSED ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON 149686.0000

CASE f 08,21449 .
CESAIRE, SAMUEL
5 HAMILTON HEATH DR., TAMPA, FL
SECTION:-t9-50
HAMILTON HEATH REVISED MAP
LOT13
169523.0000

CASE # 08-22494
ROBILLO, SOLEDAD
8117 N. SEMMES ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, .19-50 AND 19-56
HENDRY AND KNIGHTS ADDITION TO ·
SULPHUR SPRINGS
.
WT 164 & W Y. CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
149685.0100

CASE I 08-2145CL
PUISSEAU, EvELYN
3 HAMILTON HEATH DR., TAMPA;-FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50 '
.
HAMILTON HEATH REVISED MAP ·'
LOT12
169522.0000

· :SULPHUR. l?P~INGS ADDITION - ·
·LoTs 11·AN"i:i- e s·FT CLOSED ALLEY
.ABUTTING ON W
BLOCK 55
'146857.0000

CASE f 08-24148
FERNANDEZ, ENRIQUE
AND ORTIZ, MARIA
8712 N. BROOKS ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-231 , AND
27-77 TABLE 4-1
ORANGE TERRACE
LOTS 7 AND 8 AND E Y. CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON
BLOCK 7
145524.0000 ' .

CASE108-21737
SANnAGO, MELISSA AND ROMERo,
EDWIN REYES
·
8412 N. 20nf ST., TAMPA, Fl ·
SECTIONS: 19:..CiiAND 19-so
.HILLSBORO HEIGHTS MAP SOUTH .
-;
. ~ r.oHOTS1THRU.4
145402.0100
·

·
·

'·,
..

CASE # 08-24243
COMBS, TORRANCE
4238 E. CAYUGA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-47, 19-49, 19-50,
19-56, AND 27-124
EASTERN HEIGHTS 1ST ADDITION
LOT82
154767.0000

CASE tl 08-24312
.·
CRESCENZO LAND HOLDINGS INC, •
C/0 WILLI~ C~ESCENZO _- , . , _ .
REG AGT : . ~ . · . ·
- C: ·
9T~:·J:-/:1-AMPA, FL : -•.
SECTIO~S : .1.~-~~.Np 19:~?--· ...r ;_,. ,
HOMESTEAD R~EDMAP r~· :.. ! ~:
i OT BEG 33~FTtol'c)F SW C'dR OF .: . . -.
LOT 5 & RUNE 114FT N 38 FTW36
FT S 4 .FT W 78-FT AND S 34.FT:TO
BEG
BLOCK&'
113157.oooO

3407 N.

CASE I 08-23471 ·
POSA,SAM
7114 LAKESHORE DR., TAMPA, Fl
SECTION: 19-50AND 19-58
TRACT LYING IN sw y. OF NW y.
DE.sc AS FOLLows: FR POB WHICH
IS PT-OF. JNTERSECTION OF WLY
EXTENSION SLY BDRY OF. LOT 19
BLOCK 42 Ti:f,.1PLE ·cREST SUB ~NIT

A

!'lq ~PLATBOoK '1oPAGE63 _ANOWLY '. ·~

!Wv LINE OF LAKE SHORE DR THN S 84

OEG 44 MIN 24 SEC W 50.3'FT MOL TO
WATER'S EDGE OF HILLSBOROUGH
'
.. RiVERTOAPTDESIGNATEO Y ,BEGAT
- · .' POB THN Nlllii!Y AlG LAKE SHORE DR
AN ARC OF CURVE WITH A RADIUS OF
1145 FT CHD BRG N 11 DEG 09 MIN 48
SEC W 93.90 FT THN S 78 DEG 57 MIN
09 SEC W47.5 FTMOL TO WATER'S
EDGE OF HiLLSBOROUGH RIVER THN
SLY ALG WATER'S EDGE 90 FT TO PT Y
. 148280.0000

CASE# 08-21894
TAVAREZ, DOMINGO
8709 N. BROOKS ST., TAMPA, Fl
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-233
ORANGE TERRACE
LOT 17 & W Y. CLOSED ALLEY
ABUT.TING THEREON
BLOCK6
145546.0000

CASE# 08-23612
MARSHALL, ALVAELINDA
1010 E. CAYUGA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-56
GONZALEZ SIMON SUB
LOT2 BLOCK2
172124.0020

~

<

cAse 108•24431
WALKER; JO~ c .
. .-..
· ·
1007 E. ESKIMO:AVE., TAMPA, FL .
SECTIONS: 19-49. 19-so. AN·o 19~233
SPRING HILL ADDITION
.
CORRECTEDMAP
LOTS 13 AND 14 AND N y. CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTi ~G THEREON
BLOCK 5
.
146066
0000
'
CASE # 08-24552
BENNETT, KEVIN
2024 E. FAIRBANKS ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 1~-233
HILLSBORO HEIGHTS MAP SOUTH
LOTS 47 AND 48 BLOCK G
145387.0000
CASE tl OS-24814
MARIA WILSON M.
1007 E. SITKA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-50 AND 19-46
SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
E 54.2 FT OF l OT 10 BLOCK 54
146836.0000

m
:::0

w

0

N
0
0
00

Qualified firms can submit bids to the Hillsborough County
Public Schools Procurement Department on th e 3rd Floor of
the Raymond 0 . Shelton School · Administrat ive Center ,
901 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33602 , until bid
opening at 3:00 p.m. on Thursday , January 8, 2009 . The bid
documents include specific bid submittal requirements .
Hillsborough County Public Schools maintains general
requirements applicable to all construction-related bids on the web
site at http:/1168.254.1.35/documents/standards/index.htm. ·

Bidden; are subject to the Hillsborough ·County Public Schools
Small Business Encouragement Program , as described. in the
bid documents:··
Bidders may obtain up to two (2) complete sets of bid
documents in PDF format on CD at no cost from Kisjnger Campo &
Associates Corp., 210 North Franklin Street, Suite· 400, tampa,
Florida 33602. Phone: 813-871-5331 .
Hillsborough County Public Schools reserves the right to award
the bid to the lowest and/or best responsible bidder, to waive ·
any informality or irregularity in ahy bid, of to reject any a·nd all
bids received .
··
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

CASE # 08-24281
TINSLEY, INDIA
8623 N. 16TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-233, 19-5A3 & 4 ·.
OAK TERRACE REVISED PLAT OF
LOTS 203 AND 204 AND W Y.
CLOSED ALLEY ABUTTING
THEREON
145650.0000

-

CASE f 08-21854
MC NEILL, ROBERT J.
~NO JACKSON, BETTY JO .
6008 N. FLORA VISTA AVE.,
TAMPA,FL
SECTIONS: 19-50 AND 19-231
LAKEWOOD MANOR
170519.0000

m
s::

Bidders must submit a bid bond equal to 5% of the bid with their
bid. Bids over $100,000 must include the costs of required surety
bonds. The successful bidder must also provide evidence of
required insurance prior to proceeding with the work. The bid
documents provide specific requirements for· bid and surety bonds,
and insurance . .

CASE # 08;24178
FREEMAN, SOPHIA
' 3016 N. 16TH ST~, TAMPA, FL ·
SECTIONS: 19-46, 111-49, AND 19-50
LA CARBAYERA
I.:OTS 6 AND 7 AND E Y. OF CLOSED ·
ALLEY ON W BLOCK 6 ·
187239.0100

. CASE 1'08-23238 .
JOHNSON, JESSE JR. ,
ANDJOHNSON,NATASHA
6401 JULIE ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50·
. 'sTEPHEN FOSTER HIGHLANDS
. ADDTION
'
. ~01' 9
..
150444.0000

CASE, _08-21688
·s elLER; STEVEN J.
· 4602 N. 31TH ST., TAMPA; FL
SECTIONS: 111-48, AND 19-50
HOLLOMAN'S J J
LOh e BLOCK 3 '
,154336.0000

INVITATION TO BID

("')

IXJ

CASE # 08-24092
DAVIS, WANDA
9801 N. 10TH ST., AlB, TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46AND 19-50
CASTLE HEIGHTS MAP
LOTS 17 AND 18 BLOCK B
144027.0000

CASE f 08-21523
FLEURY, JEAN L.
2908 N. 13TH ST., TAMPA, Fl
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49 AND 19:50
SEIVER'S SUBDIVISION
N .Y. OF LOT 1 & TI-IAT PART OF N Y. .
OF LOT 2 DESC AS BEG AT I)IE COR
AND RUN W 11 .15 FT S 18FT SWLY
·' CASE#.08-23190 ;·.~
19'.16 FT TO PT 1.4 FT. W OF,.,E BD~V &'
nAI DVIIOI ~ CIIUC::UilJ,-e" AlJn
10.5 FT N OF S BDRY S. 10.5 FT E 14
CASANOVA ARMANDO.
FL & N 47.5 FT TO BEG .BLOCK 6 ·
7906 N. MULBERRY ST., AlB, TAMPA, FL
186743.0000
SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
LQT 8 AND E 5 FT CLOSED ALLEY
CASE t 08-21666
ABUTTING ON W ·
HURLBURT, RYAN
....
BLOCK 70
8016 N.11TH ST., TAMPA, FL
147014.0000
SECTIONS:''19-49 AND 19-50

m

The SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, Florida,
seeks sealed bids from qualified bidders for Sulphur Springs
Elementary School Parking Lot Construction , located at 8412 13th
Street, Tampa, Florida 33604, in Hillsborough County, Florida . The
scope of the project irl'Ciudes earthwork , asphalt pavement .
drainage pond construction , sodding, and miscellaneous items with
an estimated construction cost of between $174,000 and $406,000.

CASE # 08-23904
FREEMAN, SOPHIA
1601 E. NOME ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-46 AND 19-50
FERN CLIFF
LOT 293
149953.0000

CASE f 08-23032
GOODMAN, CECILIA C.
47!)4 E. TEMPLE HEIGHTS RD.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
TERRACE PARK SUBDIVISION
LOTS 26 AND 27 BLOCK 18
141851 .0000

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

MaryEllen Elia
Superintendent of Schools
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Wisely This Year! ·

·. Barbe~.

And Nail T!!chs
For A Diverse Salon ·
· Centrally Located In . .
North Tampa

Certified Pharmac.y
Technician Review Course
Also Available First Aid

..

House Cleaning, Washing
Assisting With Grooming
And Medical Needs
Room And Board
Included With Stipend

·. ,1401 East-FietCherAve.

'contact Theresa Bennett'
~

Person Needed. To Provide
Care· For· Elderly ~ Man
Three Meals Per Day

~-

'Whete Hair Reigns. Supteme~

Call All)ed Health.
Career Educatonl

· Requires Cooking

a

Dynasty Salon

CPR, AED & Others. ·

...

)t

Hair Stylists,· Braiders

·Sign . Up. For.T~e- Next

813-952-0TEK(0835) · -

~
z
c
-n ·_
::a

. Now Hlrl!lg ·,.

Use YourT~x Refund

(813) 263-2506 ·,;

i

~

Miracles

sa~ber &.Beauty sa~qn, ~- 1
10224 N. 30th Street
Is Looking For
~arbers

And Stylists

With Established Clientele
Discounted .Booth Rental
First 3 Months
Pleas~nt W,<;>rking
Atmosphere

Call (813)'.504-3113

Sharon·

Call (813) 516-1135

~

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE THE FLORIDA SENTI"EL BULLETIN ACCEI't.S VISA,' MASTERCARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS AND 'DEBIT CARD PAYMENT'VIA:PHONE··
.
.
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Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!

Wholesale Properties
To The Public

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Call 813-832-4282

Great "Fixer Upper'' Deals

5 Bedroom/3 Bath

www.rehabbersuperstore.com

$42,500!

Or E-mail

z

<
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Mac Dill AFB Is Now Hiring
Civilian Medical Professionals To
Provide Healthcare Needs For
Mil itary Members And Their
Families . Accepting A Position
Offers Perks Beyond Pay Such As
Great Hours, Weekends Off,
Federal Holidays Off And Paid
Malpractice Insurance . The
Following Positions Are Currently
Vacant:

Please Send Resume To:
Civilian Personnel Liaison
8415 Bayshore Blvd.
MacDill AFB, FL 33621
Or Email
Mrs. Raquel Green At
raquel.g"reen@macdill.af.mil
813·827·9129
· Or SMSgt Lisa Poss At
lisa.poss@macdlll.af.mil
813-827·9161
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For ListingsCall

Seminole Heights

Call (813) 390-9149

3 Bedroom/ Bath

5 Bedroom

800-366-9783
Ext 5649

CHA, Garage

Bank Foreclosure!

House For Rent
2621 East 26th Avenue

Rent, Purchase

$42,500!

Lease-Option

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Accepted

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Only $397/Monthly!
5% Down
15 Years At 8% APR

Available Now
All Counties

For Listings
Call 800-366-9783
Ext H489

(813) 486-6139

Help For 1st Time

Even With Less Than
Perfect Credit

Ready January 10, 2009

Call Irvin

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Down Payment Assistance

Starting As Low
As $50k

Call Ainsley Daux
Home Run

c~11. Irvin

Real Estate Inc.

(813) 965-5413

(813) 493-0912

5% Down
15 Years@ 8% APR

Central Air
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 936-1151
Or (813) 770-6703
· 3418 N. 48th Street
Section 8 Only
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

For Listings

CHA, WDH

800-366-9783 Ext R592 ·

Fenced Yard

Clair Mel Area

Call (813) 713-4055
Or (813) 526-8226

New Carpet, Carport
WID Utility Room

1 Car Garage, CHA
Washer/Dryer Included

Call (813) 621-7493

South Tampa

Sligh Avenue/22nd Street

3/2 - $950.00
$650.00/Deposit

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

5/3 - $"1,275.00

New Carpet, NC

$775.00/Deposit

WID Hookup, New Tile

3/1 - Clearwater
$750.00· .

Sulphur Springs

Spe~ial F_
!"iA Programs

Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

2, 3, 4 Bedroom Homes
And Apartments

. Bedroom Home

Block Home

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

$850.00/Deposit
Call (813) 623-9988

Very Spacious

8521 Fishlake Road

$850.00/Monthly
Section 8 Only

Mil_itary Veterans
No Down Payment

$500.00/Deposit

(813) 5_0~_-5400
Sulphur Springs

$900.00/Monthly
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 541-3699
Section 8 Special
$400.00
Moves- ...You
In
·
•· ·~ .
•
.
.~~
\ '!::.:'.·
2005.

E. Ellicott St. --3/i

$900.00/Monthly (Each)
.727-643-7591
www.grapevinepm.com
Available

8211 North 18th Street

2 Bedroom Home
Large Lot, Fenced

CHA, WDH, Fenced
$900.00iMonthly

Super Nice

Range, Refrigerator

Many Areas

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Section 8 Welcome

4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
Concrete Block, Pool

Heat And NC

Prices & Sizes

Call (813) 503-5321

Central Heat And Air

3007 44th Street

$1 ,450.00/Monthly .
Section 8 Welcome

Fenced, No Pets

(813) 949-3482

5 Bedrooms/1% Bath

2 Bedroom/1% Bath

Riverview - 412

Townhouse
., For Lease

Tile Floors

$124,000

Gated Community

Section 8 Welcome

$67,900

A Low $720.00

(813 )493-0.912
anzly123@yahoo.com

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR
COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 63 YEARS

4205, North 15th Street

5 Bedroom/2 Bath

2/1 - $680.00/Monttily
$350.00/Deposit ·

$1,650. 00/Monthly
Section 8 OK ·1 •

8113 North Alaska Street

Call (813) 325-6499

$400.00/Monthly
$200. 0/0t?PpSit

Remodeled Home,
CHA, Tile Floors

$139,900
Home Run
Real Estate Inc.
Ainsley Daux

West Tampa
Cute 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 740-0384

LOOKIII
2301 5th Avenue· :
YborCity

Units 2;.3 1/1

$25:bo Application Fee

$114,900
New Tampa - 4/2

Call (813) 241-2341

Section 8 Welcomed
Security Deposit $300.00

Riverview - 412

Call (813) 234-61~
(813) 382-97_~5

Central Heat/Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Temple Terrace- 3/2

Call (813) 220-8658

'.

4006 E. Paris St: - 3/1 ··

New Paint, CHA,

Bank Owned .

~

Foreclosures!

Section 8

Sulphur Spring Area

w

$205/Monthlyl
4 Bedroom/2 Bath

1213 12th Avenue

Call (813) 298-2499

Section 8 OK

(!)

Call 813-326-6141

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
House For Rent

Short Sales

Walter Brewer
Midland Realty
(813) 766-2033

N

$500. 00/Deposit
Section 8 OK

Home Buyers

Handyman Specials

Free Pre-Qualifying

0

No Credit Check
Or Application Fee!
Call Today

Bank Owned Homes

Own A Two, Three, Four

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$1,000.00 Per Month
Affordable Properties

' Need Information Regarding

(/)

Q,

813.675.7040

(813) 288-0300 Ext 241

::z::

m

$850.00/Per Month

More Homes Available

Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639
(718) 781 ~6934

Kenny Rushing

c
w
:J

1310 New Orleans Ave.

AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

Prosthodonist, Psychiatrist
Psychiatric Nurse
Family Practitioners, Internist
Physician Assistant
Pediatrician
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner

~
c
02
LL
c

3905 E. Powhattan
5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$11 ,000!

. ····'

8120 N. Semmes Stree~
• 211 - $680.00/Monthly

Inside Laundry

$350.00 Deposit

Fenced Yard

All Are Move In·· Ready

$795.00/Monthly

No Section 8

Section 8 Welcomed
Phone (813) 610-8256

Call Korwin
(813) 943-6719

Nice Area
Section 8 Special
. 18091/2 E; Marks Street .
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
. Beautiful ,Home
Quiet Street, Fenced Yard
$1,150.00/Monthly
Section 8
0 Deposit
(813) 486-2504
(813) 264-9660

----------------------------~------------~----------------------------------------·~
c:
m

en
c

}<
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Homes For Rent

1 & 2 Bedrooms ·

Move In Specials

Very Nice, WDH :

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N; 15th Street

415 E.-Forest Avenue

Phone 813-221-4457

$550 - $6.50/Monthly

Starting At $375.00
On-Site Laundry And
Convenient To Everything

Plus Deposit

.Call (813) 971-5254

402

. Houses For Rent
1, 2, & 3 Bedroc;>ms/1 Bath
Section
8 Welcome ..
.

w. Amelia Aveoue
;

Call 813-391.;70~

Call (813) 833-0994
1908 West Arch Street
West Tampa Area
·Large - Clean · ·
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
$850.00/Monthly

First Month Free ; .
$125.00 Moves You In

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
$500.00/Monthly

Must Have

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$625.00/Monthly

Upstairs Apartment
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$550.00/Monthly :

5 Bedrooms/2 Baths
$1,395.00/Per Month
$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 OK

Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problem!!
FREE APPLICATION!!

. Call (813) 390-9149
3202 38th Avenue

. Move-ln·special
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
Close To Shopping
$575.00/Rent
$300.00/Deposit

Newly Renovated

: 3 Bedroom/1 Bath, CHA
Washer Dryer Hook-up
$850.00/Monthly
$5d0.00/Deposit

Large 1Y:z Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 244-9335

New Tile Floors
New Applianc~s
New Ceiling

Call (813) 775-8397

3 Bedroom Duplex
Clean, A/C, New Paint
WID Hook-Up
$95_o.oo/Monthiy
8304 Mulberry Apt #B
(813) 238-6100

Water & Trash Included!!!!
Very•L9w Deposit!
813-2~51 :

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath · · ·
··

$800.00/Monthly

·•.

- ..A Great P/aee
To ·C.II Home'" .

· Apartments ·
. ·:

·-1z·__
·' · }.··. -·.::_,_
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Section ~ _T~ant;s : · ·:
,

: New HD flat ·Screen TV

. o s~urlty Deposit .
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
QHA, WDH, N~ar Everything .
·
·
· ...Call'-(8.13) 546-7782
-·· ..

..

· _ .·· : DUPLEX,
'

•

:.·: .. . ·

d~Y '"i· . · ··.
· · · ·· · · · · ·
·'Tampa P,atk ·Apartments
Is Conveniently Located-In
~

Ybor City, ~ ~hort Walk
·To
T~e .. Downtown
Central ' ·
Business·
District And A Trolley
Ride
. · From · ' The
Excitement Of Channel

. ;·.

31~;S::::~:::P
···
$6
. · 95.0·0/M-onth·,·
· s3oo:O.O/Depdsit -

Phone (813) 229-8696
806 E. Floribraska ··
Tampa, FL 33603
4 Locations ~
. Furnished Clean
Quiet - Shared Rooms

Room For Rant .

.

Kttch~n Privileges

· __

. C.ll (813) ~5-1147 .

· SeCtion 8 Accept~ .·

(S13) 6~0-66M ·•
10007 North 14th Street
Apartm•nt #A
Off Linebaugh

_

.... ...;.;..::·__;...·.....__.~~- ·.
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· .;.;.;
'·- -; ;..;
.' ·' ·.;.,;
~·:.: ··
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; · Just Ub Home
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$350.00- $480.00/Monthly
':'"
OJ
Plus Deposit
c:
rA/C, Cable, Utilities
rm
·.
. · .. Children OK
): .· . _ :::~ ._ ·: .·: ~- ~ ...-: \.;.. ~-- -:. . :::!
Z .
' Caii ·(B13) 505-5400
Fixed Income Special
·-1516·E Columbus Drive

·. $1oo.o6-Petweek·
+ Deposit, Air Condition ·

"'"

5

$350.00/Monthly
Includes All U~ilities
'Washer/Dryer On .
: Premises

'~
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· R.·a. ci13;·t7~a~s :_ - ~

z,r.;.1.844:,_
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. Annie.~B:t~)
·.· -.,< ·.

..-.· . ~ra~niTiiin~ ·: . .; .

·· Leave ·Mes5age · ·

subC:tlvlslora . . .

Jmmediat~
Response
. . . •.
. .

First:W!ek Rent +. ~ect1rity
$~oo . oo· - $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished
(813) 319-5646 .

A Devoted' aoni Again
Christian Looking For
. . Devoted Christian -To
. Share A Beautiful Home
Near:·Everything.
· tr

· :···

-

~

. "'ft

~ ··

6
~

~ ··

'

~...-·

r

204:Y,z,,e·, ·Selma Ave;
'

· ·· ;. ._: ··

Call (813) 238-6353 . ·

~ans

$599.00/Monthly

N

.8
at

Room For Rent
One Person Only

Must Have Excellent
Verifiable Rental History
2Bedroom/1 Bath
Burglar Bars, A/C
WIW Carpet And
Good Neighbors
3021 North 48th Street #B
$575.00 Per Month .

Section 8 Welcome ·

w

~

Gann & Garm Rentals

Duplex Apartment
First Month Free
$125 Moves You In

(813) 238-6353

Call (813) 244-7388

::u

Call (813) 786-4155

(813) 789-3879

Includes Water

Very Clean Rooms
For Rent
With Private Entrance
Senior Citizen .Oisco'unf

Nice& Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125. 00/Weekly
_$125.00/Deposit

3 Be(jrooms/1 Bath
CHA, VVDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
O.Deposit

(813) 318-1523
(201) 819-5265

Ybo.r City Area

RooiYis·For Rent .

Nice Area
Section 8 Only

Includes Water
Deposit Required

3625 Potter Street #A

1307 East 17th Avenue

Call 813-886-6397

Ybor ~pa~ents

Excelle.nt Rental History

lntown Real Estate
(813) 765-5368

2 Bedroom - Duplex
Section 8
2417 E. Ida St. Apt. B
Burglar Bars, WIW Carpet,
Fenced Yard
$650. 00/Month
$650.00 Deposit

m
0
m
1:
OJ
m
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'

-~ 1 Bedroom"Over Garage
:
Studio Apartment
$500.00/Monthly
$506~0/Deposit

Call (813) 786-8670
New P~rt .RI~h•y
Southgate Senior ·
Apartments, 62 + ;

Side With Its Colorful
Entertainment
And
Dining ~'options . ..
Offer 1-. ·· 2. And .. 3

:we.

Bedroom·· Apartment
Homes ·Income Based. ·
We Are Seeking
Apartment Residents Who
Are Cc;>mmitted-To
·. '"Comn.r.u nlty Bul~dlng...
: Are You .lnte~ted?
For Application

· · • , · Information

1 Bedroorlv$435."oo
Minimum lneome Required
$1,500.00
. Adjacent To Southgate
Shopping Center

Plean co~ct

~ ....

Jampa Park·Apartment, Inc.
1417 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605
Telephone (813) 229-1845

(727) 847.-111 0
EHO

211 Duplex
CHA, WDH, VWW Carpet
$350.QOlS.ecurity
Section 8 Welco111ed .· .
Call (813) 986-3205
Or (~13) .310-8500

Room For Rent ·
YborArea

- (81'3) 770-2266
"\

AIC, Cable, PhonE! ···'~
' Que~m Bed$
Kitctien, ce'mn'9
Fans ·.
f )• ) , ,
,
,

I

•

•"•

$15.0~~D.~p~sif ·• ·

I

$100.00And Up Weekly

, Semlnole~Helghts Ar&a ·
...

,,

' .

· Super' Nice R~:>om!Sath
~ Furnished ..
· $13·s P~~\~ee"k"

-

2619 .E. Genenee Street
Unit t#A .

(.,13) 317-9872

Includes Utilities
,_ Rooms-Far Rent 'Sever
Othertocations

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath, Clean
Large Backyard ·
Quiet Ne!ghborhood

..
.YbOr Heights
. -.,

·. (813) 784-0508

.

$600.00/Mon~ly

$600.00/Security
WSG Included
Take MLK To 26th, (Tum
Away From Library), Take
26th To Genessee.
Call (813) 249-9958

•

'

•

. ,l

.'

Large/Ftlmished
· ·· ·. Ro(;m* : -' i : · · '
_ .. !Jtllities/La~.r)dry ._ .,
Facilities Included
Kitchen -Use
~·110- $140 Weekly
Deposit
+ 1 Weel< Rent
Call (813) 247-4724

~

,\

Near Ybor
&. .Downtown
'
....
.
Clean, Furnished Rooms
For Rent With
Share Bath
'
On Bus Line ·
$~15.00/Week ·

$115. 00/Deposit
Call (813)
. 846-9535
.

~
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"LOOK"

$5001 Police Impounds!

Adults & Children

Junk Cars

Big Rooms 4 Rent

Hondas, Chevys, Acuras
Joyotas, Etc. From $500!

FREE

We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

Call (813) 325-6499
For Listings .Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

Available RoomFor Rent
In Ybor Heights. At:

. $0 Down!
1000 East 26th Avenue
Cars From $29.00/Monthly!

Please Call
(813) 494-3343

36 Months @ 8.5% APR
Police Impounds

For Rent
Rooms/Apartments

Also Provides
Fillings, Ext~actions
Specialists & More

813-980-9070

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext K456

In Quiet Building ·
No Drugs Allowed
Visit: 2913 N. 15th Street
Was 2008 A Tough Year
Financially For You?
Change Your Destiny In 2009
By Starting Your Own Business
That Only You Control. We Are
Searching For Individuals
Interested In Qualifying And
Being Trained To Operate Their
Own Independent Home
Based Travel Agency Either
Part-Time Or Full-Time
For More Information
Visit Our Site At:
www.ineedalife.info
To View A Brief 10 Minute

Room For Rent
Seffner New Home
Own Bedroom And Bath
All Utilities Includes
Internet, Cable
Non-Smoker, No-Pets
No-Drinking No-Parties
Quiet Person
Please Call 383-9580

Business Presentation
If You Need Additional
Information Call Toll Free
. '

I

l -......

·-

1-877-442-1997

Complete Air Conditioning
& HeatinQ Service
On All Makes And Models
Call (813) 620-1866

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

LIC ICAC 1814415

Tarpley's AJC

(813)2~-7~
Commiltect To Excellence
In sale~ & Service
New & Used A/C's
Same Day .
Financ:ing Available
UCI CAC181530

- 1 - 3 Rooms .· i -:>' .
ONLY - $24~9~ .\~. :.{: ,
" .
.. .
.,. No H.idden '-: C:HARGESI

C~ll

(813) 784-8339

I Buy Junk Cars
Top Dollar, Cars For Sale
$500.00 And Up And
Pick Up Of Appliances
And Metal
Call (813) 458-2579

Legal or personal testing
available. Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection
Fees in Tampa .
NO
BLOOD! Payment options
available.
http://dnatestingsolutions.com

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000
DNA Testing
Paternity Test
We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans
24-Hour SerVice
Monday - Saturday
DLM-DNA
Testing Services
. (813) 9280:2753

I Buy Perfectly Running
Vehicles Not So Perfect
And Junk
Call For The Most $$$
(813) 775-5990
:" TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1,500.00
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
FREE! Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
7 Days A Week .
(813) 695-2438

1-888~51-5771 .

· Do You Need

For Pastor With
Established Congregation
Only Serious Need Apply

Your High School Diploma!

Call Gloria 1-866-367-5509

For Further Information

Call 813-988-0010

"We Ocr Best~For Lessn

Conley V. Morrow Esq.
(813) 554-3282
Car·Accldent ·
Call 1-877-ASK-TAZZ
1-877-275-8299

N
N

w

(!)

~

Tum Cash Into Cash$$
Call Ms. Anatra
'813-270-9874
Licensed Attorney
Referral Agent
Florida Bar Approved

CALL GLORIA

Breaker Panels And
Receptacles, Water Heaters
Ceiling Fans, tights, Etc.
Call Rufus Electric
(813) 348-6148
Lie tER13013733

FOR GREAT
RATES IIIII
813~973-1 080
www.thesunandfuncruises.com

$65
$85
$65
$40
$45

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
Tonya@
A Woman's Worth
1430 West Busch Blvd.
813-507-1032
Relaxer/Cut/Color $55.00

.M•· I)'s World_.Of Be~uty",:,

. '····3726 Ya Dr.
MlKBWd. t~J
.
'

-";

(813) 247-4368
Derrick's Back .

Phone (813) 245-9761

Spec:lals:
Tues. ·& Wed. Only
Waves, Wraps And Sets
Starting @ $25.00 .
Braids By Carmen : · .· ·

DON'T LETlHOSE

OTHER GUYS STEAL
, YOUR HOUSEl

· A Woman's ·Wortti
Hair Studio .

We a·uy Forclosure Homes
: ce~sh ln. 3 Days ..

Relaxer • Condition
Style. ~- $45.00

See Our Ad In The ·
florida Sentinel.
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

·

Shampoo • ·Co!"dition .
Style - $25~00
New Clients Of.!lyl .. .
(813) 786-7319 ·~.
Desiree era¥ii~-

'"

Safi"a's Natura'f~~ot& ·
Halr.Salon
Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
Car Accidents ·
Workers Compensation
. Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check
Call(813) 2~0~(8?'4..· _
Call 1.:a77-ASK-TAZZ
··

LICensed .

GET NOTICED ... Place Your Ad In The Bu•lne••. Directory
Conta'ct LaVora@ (813) 248-1921 For More Information
.

Kinky Twists
Box Plaits
\/tJeriNes

MACDAPDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And Clean-Up

Foreclosure Defense

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

Micros Short Hair
Micros Long Hair

New Clients Only

: Dlrnservlc~910Yahoo.com
Now Seivl~lng Nationwide

Call (813) 325-4330 ·

MAKE YOUR
NEXT VACATION
OR FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE

Call Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040

Shampoo/Set $25.00

: 813.675.7040
Attorney Will Defend
Foreclosure Against You
And Assert Your Legal
Rights Against Lender
Free Consultation

Rehab For Profit
... Build With Equity
... Build A Positive Cash Flow
Rental Business
Must Have Fair Credit
Must Have Cash To Close
Serious Inquiries Only

Want To Sell That Car?

DNA Paternity Testing

Call Henry (813)727 -0151
Or Larry (813) 382-6055

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

Cleanings, Exams
X-Rays, Fluoride

Learn How To
Create Wealth Investing
In Real Estate

FAX YOUR ADS 2417 TO: (813) 248-9218
Or Email ledwards@flsentlnel.com

· Specials: ·
Monday -Wednesday
Kinky Twist And Micros
$95 ..00
Weaves -- $85.00
\..

~

Thursday - Sunday
15% Off AII 'Regular Braids
· · - . With This Ad ·· : ).;.
.
. . . ..
Relaxer With Trim - $35.00...
. Wash -N- Set $~0.00 : ·' ~·
Booth Rental
$1 oo:oo/Weekly
Open 7 Days
~

(813) 770-7039

(
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Sister Grace
Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
. ·Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

Phone (813) 506-9239
4521 N. Habana Avenue

Do You Need Help?
Spiritual Healer
Sister, Reverend Rachel
Will Help You With
All Problems. In Love
Money, Health
Re-Unites Lovers
Stops Separation
Removes Evil And
Bad Luck
Guaranteed ln _24-Hours
Call Now For Help
1-866-412-8684

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR COMMUNITY .
FOR OVER 63 YEARS

Mother
Bushba
.
.
Helps all Problems
Removes Bad Luck
Evil, Reunites Lovers

Free Readings By Phone

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 + Tax & Fees

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

If You Receive
Free School Lunch
Food Stamps, Medicaid

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House ·

Public Housing
SSI, Section 8

1-888-407-9144

(TANF), (LHEAP)

TRASH RE

Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road
& Faulkenburg Jail
Only $2.25 Per Call

Trash Cleanup
Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling
Che·apest Rates
· No Job Too Big
Or Small Including
Furniture Removal
(813) 285-4674
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See Our Ad
Florida Sentinel.

In

The

g
CD

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 675-7040
THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LA VORA

@ (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS
ON PLACING YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
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REEVES BU1LD1NG. PlUMB1NG
& ROOFJNG CONTRACTOR
• COMMERCIAL
• ROOFING
~REMODELING

• REPAIR
•HOME
REHABILITATION

ID
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• RESIDENTIAL
•• PLUMBING
·ADDITIONS
·CONCRETE
SLABS
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For All Your Construction Needs ...
Call Reeves

813-238-6197

::z::
m

.Sentinel Bulletin
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'(The Voice
~r

, APEX, lendin , Inc.

Our Comtnunitv..
Speakingfor Itself'.'

:: : ~· First Time Ho~e Buyers .

•·Good, Bad Or Not Credit
." Debt Consolidation
• Refinancing
No
Application Fee
•

i•q.
a.. ... Jt';<e ~"""'
[h.,. f/r;.u''
.
,.
0
Toll Free ~ (a66) 394-8038

~

Offic~:,.,(:?~7l . $()(:S~9693

E. Dr. MLK Blvd. • Ste. 103 *TAmpa, Fl33603 • EmaH:
.
{813) 223·6151 {ofc) " (813) 546·3926

• •CB·COSo567 -

Access-Foot Care Office &Home Service
tt

Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails

tt Wound Care
t) Heel Pain

tt ·Bunions/Hammered Toes
L......,=-::,.J!II!II!I~;i:.;.l

''· Diabetic Shoes/Sock~/Orthotics

YOLANDA Y ANTHONY
Ucon•..t Moroagage Brok.,

~ FHANA/Conventional Loans

Cell: (7~7J ~92-6317

t' Ingrown Nails

.

..

T·•, . ·'
··'
. ·

Most lnsunmc. Accepted Commitment To Excellence

Contact Us For Eas y, Affordable A<<ess To A Podtatnst :
www. AccessFoot Care.com
1-866-435-FOOT (866 -4 35 -3668 )
Town -N-Countr ' 6101 W~bbRoad
Sutt~309

(8.13) 248-192.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

"W"HIDDEN BROWN P.L.
ATTORNEYS AT lAW
MIAMI - TAMPA
Bond l\1otlons
l'robation,·1olatlons
~rug Offen>es .

~~~~~:~i~~;{~olcntCrime
Sex Offenses
Dl'liBUI

~fu""'

Cr-iminal Defense &
Personal Injury

• (8 13) 27 2 - 2200
.

Aulo Acddt•nls
MolorcyclcAccidents
BoatlngAt·cillents
WrongfulDrothCla lms

ATTORNEY AT LAW
·Personal Injury
·Wrongful Death
·Criminal Law

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33 602

Fr c~ lnl~• nn:1film

Cl,HCcrning Qlla liti ca ti <•JlS & Exp;.;1i cncc Available Up,,n Requ<:st. The Hiriug Of
An An o m ~y Is An Jmpwta llT Occ isi011 T hoH Should N0 t Be B;-~ :ie d SPiel y Up011 Adv cltiscm::Ht s Bclf.,rc y,,,,
Dct· ide, Ask Us Ttl S:! nd Y(•ll Free WJitt en lnt0rm ati 0n.
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State & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michi!)an State University
* All Job-Related InJuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C. I Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!

~
c

TI1e hiring of J lawyer is .:!n irr.portant decision and should not be based
upon adevertisements.. Before you decide, J;Sk us to send you frei:! written
information about our qua:ifiotion and e.xperience

ATTOR,EYS &
COl'~SELORS

AT LAW

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS REAL ESTATE MEDIATION
The hi ring of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based·upon adevertisements.
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Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualification and experience
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221-1800

HOVSEPIAN & LOPARDO
ATTORNEYS AT LAW - TAMPA

FELONY * TRAFFIC * DUI * MISDEMEANOR
BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 * VOP $249-$949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

FREE INITIAL-CONSULTATION
(813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS / VISA,kM ASTERCARD
sl~W~; I~

flu.: l1 iri11Q ol.11.1wyt: r is ,, ,, i111por t,1r1t d ecision and
l1asc d 1rpon Old cvet" li sc rl lc tlt s.
r: d orc you dt:cid c. .Jsk us to send y01 1 lr ;:-cwrith:n i1,lonn.1ti on .1hour our qualihcal ion ,'\net exJJ t!fic rKc

The Law Offices Of

BRYANT A. SCRIVEN, ESQ.
CRIMINAL DEFENSE * TRAFFIC
ALL FELONIES
ALL MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP ' S
DRUG CRIMES

*

PERSONAL INJURY

DRIVER' S LICENSE ISSUES .
ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE .
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATION

CALL: (813) 454-4189
AVAILABLE 24/7 CONSULTATION AVAILABLE
1808 N. Morgan Street • Tampa, FL 33602 • (8 13) 226-8522
Serving Hillsborough, Pasco and Hernando County
fh~ l li l l! IIJ : rl .) l :t~~ '( t!f 1.; ;1.11 imp ot ( <J IIl •JCciSIO: l a1 1J ~1.:'11/l d ) ,()! l}o[· b.lSt!U lliJOI I :i•l('"lt! lllSl'lrot:t tl 'O.
l~do r\· ·
~lcdrl<!. .1sk u~ teo st:rtd ·
·· •
ir •h••'l" m :llrun .1bout .:::.O.lf q~Milfi C., Ii on r

All IRS Matters
Over 20 Years Experience
Do Not Face The IRS Alone

R. E. Mcintosh, LLC
Enrolled Agent

1Act ;ls
Your Powc:r ()(Aitorney
Ami
Will !Vegoliate For )iJll To
Stop Liims And Levys
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Arrested and Concerned
About Yom
Legal Rights'!
Call Tanya Dugree
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(813) 418-5253
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Pa\'lnmt Pl.uv:: ,\\ .ul.tbk
With Ml CIU Dll CHI CK

..J

u..

Fax: 813-984~8324
Email:

•Criminal law •Probate
•Familvtaw •11iscrimlllation

macmcintosh@worldnet.att.net

The Miles Plaza

308 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E · tampa, FL 33603

81 .· 237-2392 Office

236-5717 Fax

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY
-.. ( 813 ) -

892-8_193 !

Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmaiLcom
Available 24 Hrs./Day • FREE Consultation

Hillsborough County
{813) 247-5092
i

Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave.· .{863) 678-0772
· Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-877-437 -2663

"The Voice
of
Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

(813) 248-1921'

